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January 2018

  The Rovin' Texans met at Coushatte RV in Bellville Texas 

on December 9, 2017.  

  The meeting was called to order by 1st Vice President, 

Richard Bauman. Richard opened the meeting with 

prayer and lead the group in the Pledge of Allegiance.  

   Roll call was done by Suzie Eubanks. Members in 

attendance were Delbert and JoAnn Ashcraft, Richard 

Bauman and Julia Means, Wendell and Barbara Craig, 

Freeman and Joan Douglas, Peggy Duvall, Mike and Suzie 

Eubanks, Bob and Doneane Frazier, Dick and Nell Giroux, 

Wayne and Elsie Givens, Olan and Lola Halbert, Robert 

and Pam Harvey, Robert and Pam Lund, John Martine, 

Jim and Gloria Montross, Harry and Barbara Robbins, 

Calvin and Olga Waits, and John Muyres. Melanie 

Ashcraft and Tammy Gonzales were welcomed as 

visitors. 

  Suzie read the minutes from the November 11 

meeting. There was one correction. The Givens were not 

present and they were shown as present. The minutes 

were approved as corrected. Julia Means gave the 

Treasurers report. Pam Lund, Sunshine Girl, reported 

that Lauree Cunningham's brother had passed away. 

Seems everyone 

else is doing well.  

  There were no new grandchildren. 

  Bob Frazier reported that we had 12 rigs,3 drive ins, 

and 2 live-ins present. 

  The new officers were then installed: Mike Eubanks, 

President; Wendell Craig, 1st Vice President; Jeanette 

Kingsley, 2nd Vice President; Bob Frazier, Wagonmaster; 

Dennis Humphrey, Assistant Wagonmaster; Suzie 

Eubanks, Secretary; Julia Means, Treasurer; and Lynn 

Martine, Assistant Treasurer. Joan Douglas, new 

Sunshine Girl, asked all to sign up to be hosts for one 

campout next year. It was noted that the hosts are 

responsible for the devotional. 

  John Muyres thanked everyone for being present and 

working the make the Rovin' Texans and active club. 

  Richard reminded all about the Coushatte New Years 

Eve Party weekend. He also asked everyone to 

participate in the Chapter’s money making project, the 

Silent Auction, during our Christmas Party. 

  Calvin Waits reported that he had sent his fire 

extinguisher in and was expecting a new one soon from 

the recall on extinguishers. 

  Richard asked for volunteers to decorate the stage for 

the Mini Rally. No one volunteered so we decided 

to not do the decorations as our club is already doing 

the Silent Auction and helping to teach line dancing. 

Elsie Givens asked for payers for her granddaughter who 

was having serious surgery soon. Calvin also 

thanked all for the prayers for him. 

  Thanks were expressed to the Giroux for donuts during 

our meeting. 

The gavel was passed to Mike Eubanks. Bob Frazier 

made a motion to adjourn and John Martine seconded 

the motion. The meeting was adjourned. 

  Our Christmas Dinner was catered at 2:00.  Olan and 

Lola Halbert  gave the devotional at 3:00 and games 

starting at 3:30. 

January Birthdays  

1-03 – Delbert Ashcract 

1-11 – Harry Robbins 

1-12 – David Barron 

1-25 – Barbara Robbins 

January Anniversaries 

none   

January Camp Out will be January 12-14 at Coushatte RV 

Ranch in Bellville, Texas. Peggy Duvall and Peggy 

Humphrey hosting. 

A Christmas/New Year's Story 



Wichita Published 10:34 a.m. CT Dec. 20, 2017  

  In some ways, this is an old story. I’ve told parts of it 
before. But most of it is new and all of it is true. I hope it 

is true for you. 

  The December I was 9, my stepdad was drinking more 

than his usual and he and my mother were either 

shouting or silent as the dead. My sister, at 14, had 

moved out to live with friends. And my two younger 

brothers, with a bad case of croup, barked like dogs day 

and night. 

  I was looking forward to two things: Getting a Tiny 

Tears for Christmas; and after Christmas, spending a 

week with my dad and his mother on their farm. 

  Santa delivered on the Tiny Tears, a doll with a hard 

plastic face. I named her “Tiny,” fed her a bottle and 

watched her eyes leak like sieves. I knew just how she 

felt. Then I left her on the sofa and went out on the 

porch to shoot my brother’s cap pistol. 
  Minutes later, my mother, in a rage at my stepdad, 

plopped down on Tiny, picked her up and flung her 

across the room. 

  When I heard Tiny’s head hit the wall, I feared it might 
be my mother’s. But it was only Tiny. There are worse 
things in life than a broken-nosed doll. And Tiny never 

shed another tear. 

  Two days later, my mother dropped me at the bus 

station in Tryon, N.C., where I boarded a bus to 

Hendersonville. 

  Dad was waiting at the bus stop. I waved. He stubbed 

out his cigarette and grinned. And suddenly, it was 

Christmas. 

  On the drive to the farm, I filled him in on everything, 

except for how things were at home. I didn’t need to tell 
him that. He knew. My mother’s mother had made sure 
of it. 

  My dad’s mother was a little woman with a big, soft, 
rose-scented bosom. When she heard car wheels 

growling on the old gravel road, she came running out to 

meet us and swallowed me up in her hug. 

  In the farmhouse, she gave me a Christmas gift she’d 
made for me: A rag doll with a handsewn face. I smiled, 

thinking that doll’s nose would never break. 
  “She’s a magic doll,” said my grandmother with a wink.   

“Hold her close and listen. She’ll tell you things you need 
to hear.” 

  I held her close, listened, then looked at my 

grandmother. 

  “What did she say?” she asked. 
  “She told me I am safe. And I am loved. And I am 
hungry.” 

  We laughed and went to the kitchen to get a biscuit. 

  My grandmother is gone now, but I still have the doll. It 

still tells me things I need to hear. 

  That week went by fast. I lay awake each night waiting 

for my dad to come home from the evening shift at the 

mill. He’d slip in my room and kiss the top of my head. 

I’d pretend to be asleep, but I was awake, storing the 
moments in memory like canned peaches in a cellar for 

all the cold nights we’d be apart. 
  New Year’s Eve morning, Dad saddled a horse he 
boarded for a neighbor, boosted me up, held the reins 

and led me around the pasture. The mountains were all 

frosted with snow. I felt like a decoration on a cake. 

“We need to talk,” he said, and I held my breath. 
  “I hear things are bad with your mama. I know you love 
her. But you don’t have to live with her. Your grandma 

and I want you to live with us.” 

  The horse snorted. I blinked and mountains grew 

blurry. 

  “No need to answer yet,” Dad said. “Just think about it.   
It’s your life. You get to choose.” 

  Late that night, New Year’s Eve, after Dad left for the 

mill, I lay in bed thinking about his words. I had never 

thought of my life as my own, let alone, that I had any 

choice in it. 

  But at midnight, when the mill whistle blew, signaling 

the end of a shift and the start of a new year, I made my 

choice. 

  I would stay with my mother and my brothers. 

Somebody had to watch over them. But I’d fall asleep 
each night thankful to God above, knowing I had a 

home, if need be, with my dad. 

  It was what I needed to know. And most days, it was 

enough. 

  At Christmas, we celebrate the gift of life. And on New 

Year’s Day, and every day, life begins anew for us all. But 
the choice for how we live it is ours alone. 

  Here’s wishing you a place where you feel safe and 
loved and can always find a biscuit if you’re hungry. May 
this be our best year, our best life, so far. 

 

Bring your food donations 

 
 



Safety Topic 

During the winter months, weather can change rapidly, 

and sometimes dangerous conditions can appear on the 

roadway taking travelers by surprise. It’s important to be 
prepared as some of these conditions can create life-or-

death scenarios. 

CHECK ROAD CONDITIONS 

Before hitting the road, take some time to check the 

road conditions along your specific route. Visit the 

Federal Highway Administration’s website for links to 
your state’s Department of Transportation site where 

you can check for alerts or advisories. 

You can also tune into your local news and weather 

stations for general weather advisories for your region. If 

you don’t need to be on the road, then don’t risk it. 
KNOW THE FORECAST 

Be sure that you are aware of the most up-to-date 

winter warnings and advisory information for your area. 

If you have a smart phone, there are many weather apps 

that can provide this information. You can also visit 

mobile.weather.gov for information. 

WINTERIZE YOUR VEHICLE 

Exactly how much you need to prepare your vehicle for 

the winter months depends greatly on your location. 

Florida residents won’t need snow tires, for instance, 
but they may still want to check their battery and 

cooling systems. 

KEEP A WINTER WEATHER EMERGENCY KIT 

It’s better to be safe than sorry, and having an 
emergency kit in your car can come in handy if Mother 

Nature has other plans for you. Your kit should have the 

following items: 

o  Jumper cables 

o  Flares or reflective triangle 

o  Ice scraper 

o  Car cell phone charger 

o  Cat litter or sand for tire traction 

o  Blankets 

o  Flashlight 

o  First Aid Kit 
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February 2018

   The Rovin’ Texans met at Coushatte RV Ranch in 
Bellville TX on January 13, 2018.  After a great pancake 

breakfast, the meeting was called to order by President, 

Mike Eubanks.  Dennis Humphrey opened the meeting 

with prayer and Wayne Givens lead the group in the 

Pledge of Allegiance. 

   Roll Call was by Suzie Eubanks.  Members in 

attendance were Richard Bauman and Julia Means, Peggy 

Duvall, Mike and Suzie Eubanks, Dick and Nell Giroux, 

Wayne and Elsie Givens, Dennis and Peggy Humphrey, 

Pam Lund, and John and Lynn Martine. 

   Suzie Eubanks read the minutes from the December 9, 

2017 meeting.  The minutes were approved as read. 

   Julia Means gave the Treasurers report.   

   There was no Sunshine Girl report as Joan Douglas was 

not present.   

   Lynn Martine mentioned that they had a new 

granddaughter by marriage.  Her name is Caitlin Robey. 

 She is in need of our prayers as she has some health 

problems. 

   Assistant WagonMaster, Dennis Humphrey reported 

we had 3 rigs, 3 driveins, and 2 liveins present this 

month.  Many members are in the Rio Grande Valley this 

month 

   There was no Old Business.  Under Safety Topics John 

Martine encouraged all to check their tire tread on tow 

vehicles and to be sure to rotate tow vehicle tires often 

as tire treads can wears unevenly when towed. 

   Under New Business we discussed the Mini Rally on 

February 28 – March 4.  Elsie Givens reminded us that 

the club needs to provide 2 door prizes and members 

need to bring cookies and Silent Auction donations.  Elsie 

made a motion to purchase two $25 gift cards from Wal-

Mart and Wayne seconded the motion.  Motion passed. 

Julia volunteered to purchase the gift cards. 

   We also discussed having a raffle basket for the rally. 

 It was determined to make it all about the talents of all 

the Rovin' Texans.  If each member would donate an 

item which they made for the basket, we would have a 

great assortment.  Members who don't want to make 

items could donate a game or other item.  The items we 

discussed were jelly, wine, quilts or crocheted items, 

wooden items, cards, homemade pickles or salsa.  It can 

be anything you made.   Lynn Martine made the motion 

to proceed with this raffle item and that the club would 

purchase container not to exceed $25 in price.  Lynn and 

John will get the basket.  Elsie seconded the motion and 

motion passed. 

   We also discussed the Texas Rally in Waco.  The rally is 

March 29 – April 1.  Anyone wanting to go should 

register.  We will discuss more in February.  The 

Louisiana Rally is April 5 – April 9.  It is a fun time with 

our fellow club members.  Registration can be done on 

line. 

   “Thanks” were expressed to the Humphreys and Peggy 

Duvall for a wonderful soup and grilled cheese sandwich 

dinner on Friday evening.  Also, thanks were expressed 

to all who cooked and donated food for breakfast on 

Friday and Saturday mornings.  Dennis is a great pancake 

flipper. 

   Julia and Richard asked all to SAVE THE DATE for their 

wedding on March 24, 2018 at 3:00 pm at the   First 

Methodist Church in Sealy.  We are ALL happy for them. 

   John Martine made a motion to adjourn and Lynn 

seconded it.  The meeting was adjourned 

   Potluck dinner was at 5:30. Richard Bauman presented 

the Devotional afterwards.   

February Birthdays  

2-02 – JoAnn Ashcraft 

2-02 – Phil Hunt 

2-03 – Mark Cunningham  

2-07 – John Martine 

February Anniversaries 

2-05 – Elsie & Wayne Givens    31 years 



2-19 – Olga & Calvin Waits    53 years 

2-25 – Doneane & Bob Frazier    7 years 

February Camp Out is February at the A+ Motel and RV in 

Sulphur, LA.  The hosts are the Eubanks and the Givens.   

The Astonishing Ride of the Abernathy Boys 

Young sons of legendary U.S. marshal ride horseback 

from Oklahoma to New York 

By Martha Deeringer 

 

  The Abernathy Boys rode to adventure on a variety of 

steeds. 

  Louis “Bud” Abernathy, 10, and his brother, Temple, 6, 
inherited their father’s spirit of adventure and set out in 
1910 to ride their horses more than 2,000 miles from 

Frederick, Oklahoma, to New York City. 

  Sensational accomplishments ran in the Abernathy 

family. The boys’ father, Texan Jack “Catch ’em Alive” 
Abernathy, a United States marshal with a leaning 

toward picturesque behavior, was born in Bosque 

County in 1876 and grew up punching cows on his 

father’s ranch. As an adult, he astonished President 
Theodore Roosevelt by running down a prairie wolf on 

his horse, leaping from the horse onto the wolf and 

capturing it alive with his gloved hands. “This beats 
anything I’ve ever seen, and I’ve seen a great deal,” 
Roosevelt commented. 

  The boys’ father agreed to their cross-country ride and 

helped them plan the route. Abernathy postulated a few 

rules before they set out: They could not travel more 

than 50 miles in one day; they could not cross water 

without an adult present unless they could see the 

bottom; they could not carry more than $5 with them at 

one time; and they could not travel on Sundays. The 

boys’ arrival in New York was planned to coincide with 

the return of Roosevelt from an African hunting 

expedition. Abernathy, a longtime friend of Roosevelt, 

planned to meet them there. 

  On the trip to New York, Bud rode Sam Bass, his 

father’s wolf-chasing horse, and Temple rode Geronimo, 

a half-Shetland pony. Temple was so small he had to 

mount from a porch or tree stump, and Bud had to 

saddle his horse for him every morning. They left home 

in April, carrying a few clothes, two bedrolls, oats for the 

horses, and some bacon and bread. At night, Bud laid his 

lariat around their bedrolls, an old cowboy trick he 

learned from his father to keep snakes and scorpions at 

bay. 

  “We prepared for the trip,” Temple explained in the 
book Bud and Me, written by Temple’s wife, Alta 
Abernathy, many years later, “estimating how far to ride 
each day and pinpointing the best places to spend the 

nights.” 

  Crossing Indian Territory, the boys stopped to visit their 

father’s friend, Quanah Parker, the last chief of the 

Comanche. News of the Abernathy boys’ odyssey 
spread, and families living along the route frequently 

invited them to stop and share a meal. They carried a 

note from their father stating that they were not 

runaways, and Bud had a checkbook with a $100 

emergency fund set aside in case it was needed. 

  Early in the ride, the boys awoke one morning in 

Hominy, Oklahoma, to discover that Geronimo, Temple’s 
pony, was down and could not get up. He had 

foundered, a crippling disease that often renders horses 

permanently lame. Bud was forced to pull out the 

checkbook and buy a new horse. Temple chose a red-

and-white paint that he named Wylie Haynes after the 

sheriff of Hominy. The first part of the journey was the 

most difficult. Long stretches of open land, snowstorms 

and a treacherous river crossing slowed their progress. 

As they rode east, newspaper reporters gathered to 

meet them. 

 “Special entertainment is to be provided for the young 
sons of United States Marshal John R. Abernathy,” the 
newspaper in Columbus, Ohio, reported. “They are in 
Columbus enroute to greet ex-president Roosevelt when 

he arrives from Europe. The father of the boys was one 

of Roosevelt’s Rough Riders.” 

  The Abernathy boys’ first glimpse of the New York 
skyline came two months after they started their 

amazing ride. 



  Abernathy was waiting. He rode with Bud and Temple 

down Fifth Avenue with the Rough Riders in the parade 

to welcome Roosevelt home. More than 1 million people 

lined the streets of Manhattan that day, but no one 

enjoyed the day more than the two resourceful boys. 

 

Rite of Spring 

 
  Each spring and summer, a remarkable series of event 

play out on Padre Island National Seashore. Sea turtles – 

among the planet’s most beloved and endangered 

animals – lay thousands of eggs. Before off road vehicles 

or predators such as coyotes and birds can harm the 

spawn, park staff and volunteers scour the shoreline and 

collect clutches of up to 130 eggs to be incubated. Then 

between June and mid-August, the undeniably adorable 

hatchings are returned to the wild. On certain days, the 

public can watch as the wiggling baby turtles scramble 

for the surf. The vast majority are Kemp’s ridleys, the 
world’s most endangered species of sea turtles. The 

return of these creatures is no small thing. In the 1980’s 
park staff found only one nest every couple of years.  

But things are looking up for Kemp’s ridleys, says Donna 

Shaver, who leads the National Parks Service’s sea turtle 

recovery program in Texas.  In 2016, eggs from 181 

nests were collected. “we have been very encouraged,” 
she says. “Historically, humans have been part of the 
problem, and now we are seeing humans can be a part 

of the solution.” 

  Hatchling releases typically occur from mid-June 

through August. Most releases that are open to the 

public take place at 6:45 a.m. on Malaquite Beach in 

front of the Visitor Center at Padre Island National 

Seashore on North Padre Island in Corpus Christi, Texas. 

  Not all hatchling releases are public, and hatchling 

releases do not occur daily or on a regular 

schedule because we cannot predict exactly when a sea 

turtle nest will hatch. Like all babies, the hatchlings 

decide when they are ready. But like with a human 

pregnancy, each nest found is given an approximate 

"due date" - a range of dates during which we think that 

the nest will most likely hatch. Check our Current Nesting 

Season page to see how many nests have been found 

this year and when they are expected to hatch. 

  Your chances of seeing a sea turtle hatchling release 

are best when several nests are due to hatch at about 

the same time. If you can, plan to visit over a period of 

several days when multiple nests are due to hatch. Once 

those dates are near, call our Hatchling Hotline (361-949-

7163) or check our Sea Turtle Program Facebook 

Page or Park Facebook Page to find out the latest 

information about the next scheduled public release. 

   Hundreds of people may be at a public hatchling 

release. More people attend the first release, on 

weekends, and on holidays. However, the hatchlings 

usually take 20-45 minutes to make their way across the 

beach and into the water, affording time for everyone to 

get a good view. Volunteers and Park Rangers also bring 

hatchlings around for visitors to get a close-up look and 

take no-flash photos. 

  Sea turtles must leave the water and crawl up onto the 

beach to lay their eggs. When a sea turtle nests, she digs 

a hole deep in the sand, lays her eggs in the hole, then 

covers the eggs with sand to hide them from predators. 

After nesting she returns to the sea, leaving tracks as she 

crawls across the beach. She never comes back to check 

on the eggs or hatchlings. The Kemp's ridley, the sea 

turtle found nesting most often in Texas, nests anytime 

between April and August. 

  Each year, all along the Texas coast, different 

organizations and volunteers patrol the beaches, looking 

for the females on the beach, the tracks left by the 

females, or other signs that nesting occurred. Specially 

trained and permitted staff help locate the eggs that are 

buried deep in the sand. 

  All sea turtle nests that are found when they are laid 

are moved to protected areas. Some nests are moved to 

fenced beach areas called corrals. Others are moved to 

an incubation facility. Areas where nests are located are 

not open to the public because the embryos developing 

in the eggs are extremely fragile and may not survive if 

disturbed. But even if these areas were open, the eggs 

are buried in the sand and are not visible. All you can see 

are containers of sand or a fenced area of sand. 

  Sometimes a nest is not found and incubates at the 

original nesting site. This is called in situ incubation. 

These nests are sometimes found later on, when a 

predator digs down and eats the eggs or when some of 

the eggs hatch and the hatchlings dig their way up to the 

surface. 

  We move the nests to increase the number of eggs that 

hatch and the number of hatchlings that survive. Nests 

left where they are laid on the beach (in situ) often have 

low hatch and survival rates due to predation, tidal 



inundation, crushing by vehicles driving on the beach, 

and other hazards. Sea turtle numbers are too low to 

afford any losses at this time, so all nests found in the 

park are moved to protected areas and monitored until 

they hatch. 

 
 Hatching is a slow process. It can take 1-4 days for the 

baby turtles to break through the eggshell, emerge from 

the egg, and be ready for release. Once they are fully 

emerged from the egg, hatchlings are released as soon 

as they are ready, usually within 24 hours. 

  Unfortunately, we cannot allow anyone to touch the 

hatchlings. Even the staff and volunteers, who are 

authorized by federal and state permits to handle the 

hatchlings, wear gloves. Sea turtle hatchlings imprint to 

their natal beach during hatching and release. Imprinting 

is a complicated process that is essential for the female 

hatchlings to one day find their way back to their natal 

beach as adults to nest and continue the species. The 

chemicals found in sunblock, moisturizer, or even the 

natural oils found on human skin may interfere with this 

important process. 

  We make the hatchlings crawl on the beach for several 

reasons. Letting them crawl on the beach helps them 

"wake up" - after all, they are only a few hours old! It 

also allows us to assess each hatchling to make sure it is 

completely ready to be released - alert, able to move 

and crawl, oriented to the water, able to swim, and able 

to come up to breathe air as it swims away. 

  Sea turtles lay their nests up on the beach, sometimes 

all the way up into the dunes. When the nests hatch, the 

newly hatched turtles crawl on the beach from the nest 

to the surf. We allow turtles from relocated nests to 

crawl down the beach as they would in nature. Time 

spent crawling on the beach is likely an essential part of 

the imprinting process. Imprinting is a complicated 

process by which the elements of the beach where sea 

turtles hatch - sand, water, air, and other factors - are 

"programmed" into the brains of the baby turtles. Many 

years later, female sea turtles that may have traveled 

thousands of miles away return to the beaches where 

they hatched to lay their eggs and sustain the 

population. Imprinting allows this to happen. 

  Procedures for releasing hatchlings are set based on 

the needs of the turtles. Releases are open to the public 

only when it is compatible with hatchling needs. 

Fortunately, when conditions do allow for visitors to 

watch hatchlings get released, the procedures followed 

usually offer enough time for everyone who comes to 

see and learn about these rare and magnificent animals. 

  

  Public hatchling releases take place around sunrise due 

to a combination of factors. The most important factor 

involves the biological needs of the hatching turtles, our 

first priority. 

  Although it can take 1-4 days for a nest to hatch, most 

hatchlings reach a point where they can be released 

sometime during the night or in the early morning. As 

they emerge from their eggs, hatchling sea turtles are 

often lethargic and slow moving at first, using little 

energy. But the newly hatched turtles have a special, 

limited energy reserve. Tapping into this energy reserve 

helps them dig their way to the surface from deep down 

in the sand; crawl across what must seem like miles of 

beach for these tiny animals; swim against the incoming 

waves to leave the shore; and swim out to open waters 

until they can find a safe place to hide. They do not eat 

for their first few days of life, and must rely on this 

limited energy reserve to survive their treacherous 

journey. 

  Once newly hatched sea turtles start moving around 

and becoming very active, they begin burning off that 

special, limited energy reserve. This active, high-energy 

state is called a frenzy. It can happen at any time, but 

most often happens during the night or in the early 

morning. If the hatchlings begin to frenzy, they must be 

and are released as soon as possible to ensure they will 

have the energy they need to survive. 

  Since hatchlings are more likely to be ready for release 

during the night or in the early morning, public releases 

are scheduled for the early morning to fit within the 

biological needs of the hatching turtles. But if the 

hatching turtles begin to frenzy during the night, they 

are released at that time and the public release may be 

cancelled, depending on whether any other nests are 

ready for release. 

  A secondary goal of the program is to increase public 

awareness of sea turtles and promote support for their 

conservation. Allowing visitors to see and learn about 

live sea turtle hatchlings, as long as it fits within the 

biological needs of the turtles, is one of the most 

effective ways to achieve this goal. But public releases 

only take place when hatching conditions allow, and only 

a portion of turtles hatched in the park are released 

during public releases. Many enter their frenzy and are 



released at night, and at various locations in the park to 

prevent predators from congregating at one release 

location.      

 

8 Things We Have Learned About Living in 

An RV With Kids  Noisy. Messy. And a once in a lifetime 

experience. By Bryanna Royal  04.18.2017  

  RVing with kids is fun, stressful, exciting, noisy and quite the 

adventure! We have been living in an RV with our 4 kids for 

the last 3 years and there are quite a few things that we have 

learned. Some things we expected and weren’t that different 
than living in a house, but a few were a surprise to us. 

Parenting 

  When we made the decision to travel full-time in our RV, we 

definitely had visions and thoughts of living a life of being on 

vacation full-time. Umm…yeah, not quite. Living in an RV full-
time with kids doesn’t mean that, all of a sudden, things go 
perfectly and there are never any problems with the kids. 

  I will say, in some ways it’s easier being together all the time, 
because everyone knows each other really well. This leads to 

each of us knowing what sets the others off and how we 

should handle that. 

  At the same time, being together 24/7 is a challenge, too. 

It’s one of the reasons we chose to live this way. But, as you 
can imagine, it poses its own issues since there is no pushing 

anything under the rug. All issues, hard feelings and 

frustrations need to be addressed quickly or they just 

continue to grow and grow, and that doesn’t work in such 
close quarters. 

  I like that this is part of whole experience and I hope this will 

lead to us always being a close and open family who are all 

willing to share their opinion. We’ll sometimes disagree, but 

we try to figure out a solution that works for everyone. 

Noise 

  When you have 4 kids there’s a lot of talking, screaming, 
laughing and just overall noise. When you are in a house, your 

neighbors are a little way away from you and you probably 

have insulated walls. In an RV, not so much. 

  We have come to the conclusion that if people are coming 

to an RV park or campground they know that things will not 

be quiet. And there are times when we will just be loud. It’s a 
thin line between being respectful to our neighbors and also 

letting our kids be kids. 

  We try to gauge the campground we are at, and who our 

neighbors are, before deciding where that line’s going to be. 

But, it’s always nice when a family with kids pulls in next to 
us! 

Picking where we stay 

  Before RVing full-time with kids, I had no idea that some 

places charge what we call a “Kid Tax,” meaning that you 
have to pay extra for each kid that you have. This can range 

from $2 to $5 a day or a set weekly fee per extra person. That 

quickly makes the cost of our stay increase. So we try not to 

go this route. 

 

  If there is a Kid Tax, it’s usually a good indicator that they 
would rather not have kids there. And, believe me, we don’t 
want to be staying anywhere that doesn’t want kids! So, 
normally, we pass and find something else. 

  Boondocking on BLM land or areas like that is a great option 

for us since we usually have a lot of space around us and not 

as many rules and restrictions. However, this also means that 

the other campers there may be up partying all night! It’s a 
give and take, and as long as our expectations are in place, we 

are good. 

  State and National Parks usually lend themselves to being 

more family friendly, too. The other campers there seem 

more laid back and accepting of families and kids. I don’t 
know exactly why, but it’s definitely what we have found. 
Plus, anywhere with a playground, laundry room, pool or lake, 

and room for the kids to run is a BIG plus! This can make or 

break the week. 

Privacy 

  Privacy – we don’t have any. We knew this coming into it 
and were prepared for it. But I can definitely say there are 

times I miss my big Jacuzzi bathtub and being able to sneak 

away upstairs, shut the door and take a bath while Craig 

watched the kids. 

  Yes, Craig and I still find time at night for each other when 

the kids are sleeping. But throughout the day, everyone is up 

in each other’s business. We are okay with this. It works for us 
and we are all used to it by now. And everyone has found 

ways to find their own little space either in their bed, outside 

at the picnic table, or wherever they can find it. 

Our kids are really cool. 

  As I mentioned above, we are with them 24/7, so that 

means we get to see them meet new friends, interact at the 

playground or pool, experience new adventures and face 

fears. We feel so lucky that we are here to see this all first 

hand. 

I really think it has helped us learn who our kids are as 

individuals and people. It also allows us to be here for them 

when they have a question or problem they need help 

figuring out. We give them as much space as we can, and as 

they get older they are venturing out more and more on their 

own at the campground, museums, etc. But it has been great 

to be such an important and big part in their lives and to 



 
continue to spend so much time with them. 

  Seeing our kids try something new for the first time or try 

something that they were afraid of at first is another perk of 

living this lifestyle. Traveling full-time, we are coming across 

these situations on a pretty consistent basis and it has been 

awesome to watch out kids grow into confident adventurers! 

So much to see and experience 

 
  When you live full-time in an RV, you don’t just go to the RV 
resorts and the big towns, but find yourself in random 

locations around the country you probably never would have 

visited on a family trip. I like this as an individual, but also 

think it has been great to expose our kids to so many different 

ways that people live around our own country. 

They have seen what it’s like living by the mountains, by the 
beach, in the middle of nowhere, and in the desert. How cool 

is that! It’s also helping all of us figure out what environment 

we like to live in, and luckily, we all seem to like similar things 

so far! 

Travel days  

 
 
  I have one thing to say for travel days: Tablets. Yup, not even 

going to try to pretend that we don’t let the kids play on their 

tablets or watch movies the whole time we are driving. We do 

and don’t feel guilty about it. 
Sometimes we have to travel many hours a day and having 

tablets means that for the majority of the time everyone is 

happy and content. We will take it.  As parents you’ve got to 
pick your battles! 

Lifestyle 

  This is an amazing lifestyle to live with your kids. There’s lots 
of downtime to just hang out and enjoy each other and tons 

of adventuring and exploring. Overall, it’s an awesome way to 
deepen your family bond! After 3 years of living this way, we 

have always been able to figure out how to make it work so 

everyone can enjoy this journey we are on! 

 
 
 

 
Bring your food donations to the campout!  
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March 2018

   The Rovin' Texans met at A+ Motel and RV Park in 

Sulphur, LA on February 10, 2018.  The meeting was 

called to order by President, Mike Eubanks.  Dennis 

Humphrey opened the meeting with prayer and Wayne 

Givens lead the group in the Pledge of Allegiance. 

   Roll call was done by Suzie Eubanks.  Members in 

attendance were Freeman and Joan Douglas, Peggy 

Duvall, Mike and Suzie Eubanks, Bob and Doneane 

Frazier, Wayne and Elsie Givens, Robert and Pam Harvey, 

Dennis and Peggy Humphrey, Robert and Pam Lund, Jim 

and Gloria Montross and Ron and Debbie Parker. 

   Suzie Eubanks read the minutes of the January 13, 

2018 meeting.  The minutes were approved as read. 

   There was no Treasurer's report as Julia Means was not 

present. 

   Sunshine Girl, Joan Douglas reported that Barbara Craig 

was having surgery on February 22 and that Wendell 

Craig was not feeling well.  She also asked all who 

haven't signed up to be Friday evening host for our 

meeting to please do so.  We need one additional host 

for the months of March, June, July and August.  Please 

help out as it is the responsibility of all members to host 

one time a year. 

   Wagonmaster, Bob Frazier, reported that we had 10 

rigs present. 

   There was extensive discussion about hosting the 

Friday evening get together.  It was mentioned that 

some members who are currently employed having a 

difficult time hosting.  All agreed if help is needed to ask 

and someone will try to help.  We agreed that food 

items could be delivered to a member who was 

attending to help out.  There were basically no changes 

made in hosting duties.... still can be hosts choice of 

food and that each member should help host one time a 

year. 

   Under Old Business the Mini Rally was discussed. 

 Everyone is encouraged to attend as it is a lot of fun. 

 We still plan to have a basket of items made by 

members of the Rovin' Texans to raffle.  If you are not 

attending the Mini Rally, try to get your items for the 

basket to another member for delivery at the rally.  Mike 

Eubanks had reservation forms for the Texas Rally 3/29-

4/1, the Louisiana Rally 4/5-4/8 and the Arkansas Rally 

4/12-4/15.  He also encouraged everyone to bring food 

for the Food Pantry. 

   Under New Business Pam Harvey brought up the 

upcoming wedding of Julia Means and Richard Bauman. 

 She made a motion for the club to purchase a gift and 

Dennis Humphrey seconded the motion.  The motion 

carried and Pam Lund volunteered to take care of 

getting the gift. 

   The members also discussed the fact that most 

campgrounds now are charging for the use of their 

meeting rooms.  It was decided to further discuss an 

increase in the amount the club would pay.  This 

increase would need to be reflected in the standing 

rules.  Discussion was tabled for later meeting. 

   The club also discussed the need to recruit new 

members.  At the rally we hope to get names of people 

interested and we will follow up.  Be sure and invite your 

camping friends to visit our club. 

   Thanks were expressed to the Eubanks and Givens for 

the Friday evening dinner.  at the meeting we forgot to 

thank Robert and Pam Harvey for donuts on Saturday 

morning, so, ...“THANKS HARVEYS”.  Also thanks to 

everyone who provided and cooked bacon and pancakes 

of Friday morning.  It was great fun! 

   Jim Montross made a motion to adjourn and Elsie 

Givens seconded the motion.  The meeting was 

adjourned. 

   Pot luck was at 5:30 and Wayne Givens gave our 

devotional after dinner. 

March Birthdays  

3-07 – Louise Hunt 



3-09 – Barbara Craig 

3-15 – Bonnie Prince  

March Anniversaries 

3-09 – Lynn & John Martine    44 years 

3-14 – Jeanette & Bill Kingsley   26 years 

3-29 – JoAnn & Delbert Ashcraft  60 years 

March Camp Out is at Coushatte RV Park on March 9-11. 

The hosts are the Eubanks and the Givens.   

Spurs 
Snakes were the least of his worries.  By Margie 

DiGiovanni  https://www.goodolddaysmagazine.com/featured_story.php  

       
   When we moved to a farm in Eclectic, Ala., in 1952, 

the animals fascinated Sis, so the soft chicks Dad bought 

a couple of years later grabbed her attention the 

moment she saw them. 

   A squawking hen brought Daddy running since wild 

dogs worked the area occasionally. He grabbed his slug-

loaded pistol as he went out the door. Relief flooded him 

when he saw his youngest daughter looking under the 

coop. Following her gaze, he saw one chick’s tiny foot 
poking through a wire hole. Daddy lifted the bird out and 

found its leg was broken. He made a tiny splint out of 

toothpicks, refusing to lose his only rooster. 

   Spurs, as Daddy named him, paid his broken leg no 

mind, but after the splint came off, he limped from that 

day forward. 

   The chick grew into a magnificent rooster sporting 

emerald green, ruby red and blue-tinted black tail 

feathers against his deep rust red coat. His comb grew 

tall and straight, and his wattle, long and impressive. The 

hens watched when the handsome bird strutted through 

the yard. 

   He took on the job of barnyard protector, calling 

Daddy out on more than one occasion when the wild 

dogs appeared. Each morning we awoke to crowing 

from the farm prince. 

   When we fed the animals, Spurs accepted nothing 

unless it came from Daddy’s hand. In the evenings, the 
man and the rooster, hobbling in his splendor, walked 

over the farm, surveying their kingdom. 

   On one such walk, squawking and flapping madly, 

Spurs dove under a pea plant and came out with a 

cottonmouth snake in his beak. Daddy grabbed a stick 

and pinned the snake just behind his head, securing it to 

the ground. A hoe finished the ordeal. 

   Snakes on a farm are good since they keep the rodent 

population down. Cottonmouths, however, have nasty 

tempers and are one of the country’s most poisonous 
snakes. Spurs hunted them mercilessly in the garden. 

They turned out to be the least of his worries. 

   Mama made Brunswick stew every fall, putting up 

multiple jars for the coming winter. Spurs, in his fifth 

year, was aging and getting tougher. For her stew, 

Mama required a beef roast, a pork roast and a chicken. 

She donned overalls and one of Daddy’s old shirts and 
grabbed her hatchet. Spurs sensed something amiss and 

stood guard at the front of the pen, daring anyone to 

trespass. He didn’t know he fit the bill as far as Mama 
was concerned. If she waited much longer, he’d be a 
chicken gone to waste. They squared off. 

   “What is that delicious smell?” Daddy yelled from 
outside the back door. 

   “Brunswick stew! Made a fresh batch today. Thought 

we’d test it out for supper,” Mama called back to him. 
“Got fresh biscuits, cold milk and a lemon meringue pie.” 

Our mouths watered as we thought of that stew. Then 

Daddy turned white as a sheet. 

   “Mary, what did you put in the stew?” 

   “Same as always—beef, pork and chicken. Is 

something wrong?” 

   “Which chicken did you use?” 

   Daddy’s cheeks grew all pasty with hints of green 
around the edges. 

   “It doesn’t really matter. Chicken is chicken. Eat up.” 

About that time, a ruckus started at the chicken pen. 

Daddy jumped up and ran out the door, his pistol now 

loaded with real bullets. The dogs were getting braver. 

We heard two shots and a dog howled. Then silence 

erupted louder than any noise. 

   Daddy staggered into the house, carrying a bundle of 

emerald green, ruby red and blue-tinted tail feathers. 

Tears flowed down his cheeks. He hugged Spurs tightly 

as Mama tried to pry the rooster loose. 

   “He was pecking at one of those dogs while another 
had him in its jaws. I never saw anything like it, Mary.” 

Mama took Spurs over to the sink. She checked under 

his feathers, finding several wounds. Grabbing a pair of 

poultry shears, she clipped feathers until all that was left 

of the rooster’s coat was his magnificent tail. She doused 
him in peroxide, swabbed it off, and reapplied until the 

bottle ran dry. The rooster lay with its eyes closed. Only 

the frantic beating of his heart under her hands told   

Mama he was working hard to live. 

   Granny pulled out the gentian violet, a purple 

concoction she used on everything. Mama filled a 

bandage with the medicine and wrapped it around 

Spurs, winding it around and between legs and wings, 



until he resembled a great purple flower. When she 

finished, the rooster opened his eyes, but he lay still. 

Daddy sat with that bird for three days, changing 

bandages, hand-feeding him, and talking to his friend. 

“You’ve got to get up soon. You have to guard this place. 
Look at what might have happened if you hadn’t been 
on the job. Never saw a bird as brave as you, Spurs. You 

can’t die on me. What would I do without you? None of 
them young birds knows how to take care of things. 

They don’t listen to me; it’s up to you.” 

   Eventually, Spurs got up. Despite ratty feathers, he 

strutted. The hens still swooned when he walked by, and 

they refused to give the younger roosters the time of 

day. 

   Daddy admitted he thought Mama had put Spurs in 

the stew that day. She looked at him in surprise. 

   “I came darned close. That miserable bird wouldn’t let 
me get past to get one of the younger ones. I thought of 

using my hatchet on him, but good heavens, Broughton, 

I know how much you think of that bird. Ended up going 

to the grocer and buying one.” Still, Daddy needed time 
before he could swallow Brunswick stew again. 

   Spurs lived 12 years. He passed away in the arms of 

the man who loved him. Daddy placed a handmade 

cross atop the rooster’s resting place. It marked his 
grave until a tornado whisked it away. In tiny letters, the 

inscription read: “Here Lies a Bird Who Earned His Spurs. 

 

 
Bring your food donations to the Mini Rally 

campout!  

Camping Safety Tips 
   Camping is a safe and fun activity enjoyed by millions every 

year. Every day to day activity we spend our time on has its 

ups and downs. Big problems are very unlikely, but some 

safety awareness can help you deal with the little things that 

pop up, so you the little irritations that life brings us now and 

then won't become trip busters. Here are some tips for 

camping safety. 

o   Weather can be unpredictable. Check the weather 

forecast for the area. 

o   Take enough food, clothing, and equipment to keep you 

comfortable in case of emergency. 

 o  Tell someone where you will be, and when you plan to be 

home, in case someone needs to find you. 

o   Plan to return to camp well before dark. Remember that 

daylight hours are shorter in the fall and winter. 

 o  Be alert to approaching storms, dress properly, and seek 

appropriate shelter. 

o      Dress properly. Check the weather and terrain. 

 o  Poisonous snakes, ticks and poisonous plants may be 

found along trails. Exercise caution. 

 o   If you are a beginning camper, use the camping check lists 

found on this site. 

 o  Avoid tick bites by staying on trails and avoiding grassy, 

brushy areas. Wear light colored clothing so ticks can be seen. 

Tuck shirts into pants and pant legs into socks. Do not wear 

shorts on the trails. If a tick is attached to your skin, grab it 

with tweezers and remove it. Do not crush the tick’s body, as 
this can force bacteria into your skin. Wash the area 

thoroughly with soap and water. If you think part of the tick 

has remained in the skin, or if you think the tick has been 

attached for longer than 48 hours, seek medical attention. Be 

alert to a subsequent fever or skin rash. Report these to the 

doctor. 

 o  Always plan where to meet should one of your family 

members get separated. 

 o  Check your first aid kits before each trip. Replace any 

missing items, like Band-Aids, and check expiration dates on 

medicines and ointments. 
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April 2018

   The Rovin' Texans met at Coushatte RV Park on March 10, 

2018.  The meeting was called to order by President, 

Mike Eubanks. Mike opened the meeting with prayer 

followed by Wayne Givens leading the group in the 

Pledge of Allegiance. 

   Roll Call was done by Suzie Eubanks. Members in 

attendance were Mike and Suzie Eubanks, Bob and 

Doneane Frazier, Dick and Nell Giroux, Wayne and Elsie 

Givens, Bill and Jeanette Kingsley, Calvin and Olga Waits. 

  Suzie Eubanks read the minutes of the February 10, 

2018 meeting. There seemed to be some confusion 

among members present as to whether we have 

Standing Rules or By-Laws when Suzie read the March 

meeting Minutes about the amount the chapter would 

pay for Club House usage if not enough rigs were 

present at the campground.  (For future reference, our 

chapter does not have By-Laws.) 

   Julia Means sent Treasurers Report which Suzie read 

and it reflects $197 proceeds generated from the Rovin’ 
Texan’s “Goody” basket tickets sold at Mini Rally as a 

fund raiser. The report also showed our contributions to 

Dogs for the Deaf and Special Olympics. 

   The Sunshine Girl reported a Get Well card had been 

sent to Barbara Craig and a sympathy card sent to 

Richard Bauman. 

   Wagonmaster Bob Frazier reported we had 4 rigs and 3 

drive-ins. He also reported that we had 8 rigs and 4 

drive-ins at the Mini Rally. 

   Under Safety Topics Mike Eubanks d iscussed the need 

to check tire treads often. He had lost treads and it did 

not affect the pressure. Be sure to check when doing 

walkarounds. 

   Under Old Business again we tabled the discussion 

about possibily increasing the amount the Chapter will 

pay for meeting rooms until a later date when we have 

more members present, possibly at the December 

meeting. 

   Under New Business Calvin Waits brought up the fact 

that next years Mini Rally will be held the same weekend 

as our normal March meeting. Consideration is being 

given to having meeting at the rally.  

   Bill Kingsley said the web page had been down. He 

spoke with webmaster who assured him it would be up 

and running soon and then Bill will make our updates. 

   Congratulations to all members who won awards at 

the Mini Rally: Jeanette Kingsley and Olga Waits won 1st 

place in sandbag baseball; Dennis Humphrey won 2nd 

place in Skipbo; Elsie Givens and Olan Halbert won 2nd 

place in bean bag baseball; Dennis Humphrey won 1st 

place in beanbag toss; Wayne Givens won 2nd place in 

beanbag toss; and Doneane Frazier won 1st place in 

horseshoes. 

   Thanks to the Girouxs for a great Friday evening meal 

and for treats on Saturday morning. Also thanks to 

everyone who helped with pancakes on Friday morning.  

Mike thanked everyone who helped at the Mini Rally 

with the Silent Auction and the selling of our fundraiser 

tickets. Big thanks to Jeanette Kingsley for organizing us 

at the Silent Auction. 

   Jeanette Kingsley made a motion to adjourn and Calvin 

Waits seconded it. Meeting adjourned. 

   Potluck was at 5:30 with special guests, Alice and Bryan 

Barnett joining us. Dick Giroux gave the devotional 

following the meal. 

April Birthdays  

4-22 – Robert Harvey 

4-24 – Wendell Craig  

4-25 – Dick Walther  

April Anniversaries 

4-14 – Jeanne & Ron Wyrick    22 years 

4-15 – Suzie & Mike Eubanks    51 years 

4-18 – Pam & Robert Harvey      9 years 

4-18 – Gloria & James Montross   48 years 

4-20 – Nell & Dick Giroux   44 years 



April Camp Out will be at Brazos Valley RV in Caldwell with 

the Martines and Halberts hosting. 

 
Julia and Richard exchanged wedding vows March 24, 

2018 at First United Methodist Church in Sealy.  Julia 

and Richard’s children made up the wedding party, 

music and singing.  

  Latest news from the Texas State Rally: Elsie Givens has 

won five games according to Suzie Eubanks. 

In The Spring - A Short Story by Guy de 

Maupassant https://english-magazine.org/english-stories/4390-short-story-in-

the-spring  

 

  With the first day of spring, when the awakening earth puts 

on its garment of green, and the warm, fragrant air fans our 

faces and fills our lungs and appears even to penetrate to our 

hearts, we experience a vague, undefined longing for 

freedom, for happiness, a desire to run, to wander aimlessly, 

to breathe in the spring. The previous winter having been 

unusually severe, this spring feeling was like a form of 

intoxication in May, as if there were an overabundant supply 

of sap. 

  One morning on waking I saw from my window the blue sky 

glowing in the sun above the neighbouring houses. The 

canaries hanging in the windows were singing loudly, and so 

were the servants on every floor; a cheerful noise rose up 

from the streets, and I went out, my spirits as bright as the 

day, to go—I did not exactly know where. Everybody I met 

seemed to be smiling; an air of happiness appeared to pervade 

everything in the warm light of returning spring. One might 

almost have said that a breeze of love was blowing through 

the city, and the sight of the young women whom I saw in the 

streets in their morning toilets, in the depths of whose eyes 

there lurked a hidden tenderness, and who walked with 

languid grace, filled my heart with agitation. 

  Without knowing how or why, I found myself on the banks 

of the Seine. Steamboats were starting for Suresnes, and 

suddenly I was seized by an unconquerable desire to take a 

walk through the woods. The deck of the Mouche was 

covered with passengers, for the sun in early spring draws one 

out of the house, in spite of themselves, and everybody moves 

about, goes and comes and talks to his neighbour. 

  I had a girl neighbour; a little work-girl, no doubt, who 

possessed the true Parisian charm: a little head, with light 

curly hair, which looked like a shimmer of light as it danced 

in the wind, came down to her ears, and descended to the 

nape of her neck, where it became such fine, light-coloured 

clown that one could scarcely see it, but felt an irresistible 

desire to shower kisses on it. 

  Under my persistent gaze, she turned her head toward me, 

and then immediately looked down, while a slight crease at 

the side of her mouth, that was ready to break out into a 

smile, also showed a fine, silky, pale down which the sun was 

gilding a little. The calm river grew wider; the atmosphere 

was warm and perfectly still, but a murmur of life seemed to 

fill all space. 

  My neighbour raised her eyes again, and this time, as I was 

still looking at her, she smiled decidedly. She was charming, 

and in her passing glance I saw a thousand things, which I 

had hitherto been ignorant of, for I perceived unknown 

depths, all the charm of tenderness, all the poetry which we 

dream of, all the happiness which we are continually in search 

of. I felt an insane longing to open my arms and to carry her 

off somewhere, so as to whisper the sweet music of words of 

love into her ears. 

  I was just about to address her when somebody touched me 

on the shoulder, and as I turned round in some surprise, I saw 

an ordinary-looking man, who was neither young nor old, and 

who gazed at me sadly. 

  “I should like to speak to you,” he said. 
  I made a grimace, which he no doubt saw, for he added: 

  “It is a matter of importance.” 

  I got up, therefore, and followed him to the other end of the 

boat and then he said: 

  “Monsieur, when winter comes, with its cold, wet and 

snowy weather, your doctor says to you constantly: ‘Keep 
your feet warm, guard against chills, colds, bronchitis, 

rheumatism and pleurisy.’ 
  “Then you are very careful, you wear flannel, a heavy 
greatcoat and thick shoes, but all this does not prevent you 

from passing two months in bed. But when spring returns, 

with its leaves and flowers, its warm, soft breezes and its 

smell of the fields, all of which causes you vague disquiet and 

causeless emotion, nobody says to you: 

  “‘Monsieur, beware of love! It is lying in ambush 
everywhere; it is watching for you at every corner; all its 

snares are laid, all its weapons are sharpened, all its guiles are 

prepared! Beware of love! Beware of love! It is more 

dangerous than brandy, bronchitis or pleurisy! It never 

forgives and makes everybody commit irreparable follies.’ 



  “Yes, monsieur, I say that the French Government ought to 
put large public notices on the walls, with these words: 

‘Return of spring. French citizens, beware of love!’ just as 
they put: ‘Beware of paint: However, as the government will 

not do this, I must supply its place, and I say to you: ‘Beware 
of love!’ for it is just going to seize you, and it is my duty to 
inform you of it, just as in Russia they inform any one that his 

nose is frozen.” 

  I was much astonished at this individual, and assuming a 

dignified manner, I said: 

  “Really, monsieur, you appear to me to be interfering in a 
matter which is no concern of yours.” 

  He made an abrupt movement and replied: “Ah! monsieur, 

monsieur! If I see that a man is in danger of being drowned at 

a dangerous spot, ought I to let him perish? So just listen to 

my story and you will see why I ventured to speak to you like 

this. 

  “It was about this time last year that it occurred. But, first of 

all, I must tell you that I am a clerk in the Admiralty, where 

our chiefs, the commissioners, take their gold lace as quill-

driving officials seriously, and treat us like forecastle men on 

board a ship. Well, from my office I could see a small bit of 

blue sky and the swallows, and I felt inclined to dance among 

my portfolios.  My yearning for freedom grew so intense that, 

in spite of my repugnance, I went to see my boss, a short, 

bad-tempered man, who was always in a rage. When I told 

him that I was not well, he looked at me and said: ‘I do not 
believe it, monsieur, but be off with you! Do you think that 

any office can go on with clerks like you?’ I started at once 
and went down the Seine. It was a day like this, and I took the 

Mouche, to go as far as Saint Cloud. Ah! what a good thing it 

would have been if my chief had refused me permission to 

leave the office that day! 

  “I seemed to myself to expand in the sun. I loved 
everything—the steamer, the river, the trees, the houses and 

my fellow-passengers. I felt inclined to kiss something, no 

matter what; it was love, laying its snare. Presently, at the 

Trocadero, a girl, with a small parcel in her hand, came on 

board and sat down opposite me. She was decidedly pretty, 

but it is surprising, monsieur, how much prettier women seem 

to us when the day is fine at the beginning of the spring. Then 

they have an intoxicating charm, something quite peculiar 

about them. It is just like drinking wine after cheese. 

  “I looked at her and she also looked at me, but only 

occasionally, as that girl did at you, just now; but at last, by 

dint of looking at each other constantly, it seemed to me that 

we knew each other well enough to enter into conversation, 

and I spoke to her and she replied. She was decidedly pretty 

and nice and she intoxicated me, monsieur! 

  “She got out at Saint-Cloud, and I followed her. She went 

and delivered her parcel, and when she returned the boat had 

just started. I walked by her side, and the warmth of the ‘air 
made us both sigh. ‘It would be very nice in the woods,’ I 
said. ‘Indeed, it would!’ she replied. ‘Shall we go there for a 
walk, mademoiselie?’ 

  “She gave me a quick upward look, as if to see exactly what 
I was like, and then, after a little hesitation, she accepted my 

proposal, and soon we were there, walking side by side. 

Under the foliage, which was still rather scanty, the tall, thick, 

bright green grass was inundated by the sun, and the air was 

full of insects that were also making love to one another, and 

birds were singing in all directions. My companion began to 

jump and to run, intoxicated by the air and the smell of the 

country, and I ran and jumped, following her example. How 

silly we are at times, monsieur! 

  “Then she sang unrestrainedly a thousand things, opera airs 
and the song of Musette! The song of Musette! How poetical 

it seemed to me, then! I almost cried over it. Ah! Those silly 

songs make us lose our heads; and, believe me, never marry a 

woman who sings in the country, especially if she sings the 

song of Musette! 

  “She soon grew tired, and sat down on a grassy slope, and I 
sat at her feet and took her hands, her little hands, that were 

so marked with the needle, and that filled me with emotion. I 

said to myself: 

  “‘These are the sacred marks of toil.’ Oh! monsieur, do you 

know what those sacred marks of toil mean? They mean all 

the gossip of the workroom, the whispered scandal, the mind 

soiled by all the filth that is talked; they mean lost chastity, 

foolish chatter, all the wretchedness of their everyday life, all 

the narrowness of ideas which belongs to women of the lower 

orders, combined to their fullest extent in the girl whose 

fingers bear the sacred marks of toil. 

  “Then we looked into each other’s eyes for a long while. 
Oh! what power a woman’s eye has! How it agitates us, how 

it invades our very being, takes possession of us, and 

dominates us! How profound it seems, how full of infinite 

promises! People call that looking into each other’s souls! 
Oh! monsieur, what humbug! If we could see into each 

other’s souls, we should be more careful of what we did. 

However, I was captivated and was crazy about her and tried 

to take her into my arms, but she said: ‘Paws off!’. Then I 
knelt down and opened my heart to her and poured out all the 

affection that was suffocating me. She seemed surprised at 

my change of manner and gave me a sidelong glance, as if to 

say, ‘Ah! so that is the way women make a fool of you, old 
fellow! Very well, we will see.’ 
  “In love, monsieur, we are always novices, and women 
artful dealers. 

  “No doubt I could have had her, and I saw my own stupidity 

later, but what I wanted was not a woman’s person, it was 
love, it was the ideal. I was sentimental, when I ought to have 

been using my time to a better purpose. 

  “As soon as she had had enough of my declarations of 

affection, she got up, and we returned to Saint-Cloud, and I 

did not leave her until we got to Paris; but she had looked so 

sad as we were returning, that at last I asked her what was the 

matter. ‘I am thinking,’ she replied, ‘that this has been one of 

those days of which we have but few in life.’ My heart beat so 
that it felt as if it would break my ribs. 



  “I saw her on the following Sunday, and the next Sunday, 
and every Sunday. I took her to Bougival, Saint-Germain, 

Maisons-Lafitte, Poissy; to every suburban resort of lovers. 

  “The little jade, in turn, pretended to love me, until, at last, I 
altogether lost my head, and three months later I married her. 

  “What can you expect, monsieur, when a man is a clerk, 
living alone, without any relations, or any one to advise him? 

One says to one’s self: ‘How sweet life would be with a 
wife!’ 
  “And so one gets married and she calls you names from 
morning till night, understands nothing, knows nothing, 

chatters continually, sings the song of Musette at the, top of 

her voice (oh! that song of Musette, how tired one gets of it!); 

quarrels with the charcoal dealer, tells the janitor all her 

domestic details, confides all the secrets of her bedroom to 

the neighbour’s servant, discusses her husband with the 
tradespeople and has her head so stuffed with stupid stories, 

with idiotic superstitions, with extraordinary ideas and 

monstrous prejudices, that I—for what I have said applies 

more particularly to myself—shed tears of discouragement 

every time I talk to her.” 

  He stopped, as he was rather out of breath and very much 

moved, and I looked at him, for I felt pity for this poor, artless 

devil, and I was just going to give him some sort of answer, 

when the boat stopped. We were at Saint-Cloud. 

  The little woman who had so taken my fancy rose from her 

seat in order to land. She passed close to me, and gave me a 

sidelong glance and a furtive smile, one of those smiles that 

drive you wild. Then she jumped on the landing-stage. I 

sprang forward to follow her, but my neighbour laid hold of 

my arm. I shook myself loose, however, whereupon he seized 

the skirt of my coat and pulled me back, exclaiming: “You 
shall not go! you shall not go!” in such a loud voice that 
everybody turned round and laughed, and I remained standing 

motionless and furious, but without venturing to face scandal 

and ridicule, and the steamboat started. 

  The little woman on the landing-stage looked at me as I 

went off with an air of disappointment, while my persecutor 

rubbed his hands and whispered to me: 

  “You must acknowledge that I have done you a great 

service.” 

5 Safety Tips for Driving Near RVs 

 
As the weather warms, more and more RVs can be seen 

rolling along the highways. Driving next to such large vehicles 

can be intimidating, so treat RVs the same as you would a 

semi-truck (some RVs are nearly as large, and have similar 

mirror set-ups and handling abilities). 

When driving near an RV, keep these five tips in mind, and 

practice the same precautions when you’re on the road with 
any large vehicle. 

1. Stay out of their blind spots 

The rule often seen on semi-truck bumper stickers applies 

here as well: If you can’t see an RV’s mirrors, the driver can’t 
see you. Avoid driving in an RV’s side blind spots for longer 
than a few seconds. The driver may try to change lanes 

without realizing you’re there. 
2. Don’t follow too closely 

The same principle applies to following too closely. If you’re 
right behind an RV, chances are you’re out of the driver’s line 
of sight. Use the 3 or 4 second rule to determine a safe 

driving distance. 

3. Watch for right turns 

Long vehicles, like trucks, buses and RVs, often have to swing 

into an intersection to make a wide right turn. Watch for 

these turns, and keep your distance until the RV has safely 

maneuvered through the intersection. 

4. Don’t cut them off 

RVs have a longer stopping distance than most cars. If passing 

or merging in front of a large vehicle, leave plenty of room 

between the RV and the space you’re moving into. 
5. Let them into traffic 

It’s common driving courtesy to let merging drivers onto the 

highway, so don’t forget to extend that courtesy to RVs. 
Larger vehicles have a harder time merging since they require 

a wider traffic opening. If an RV is trying to merge into your 

lane, move to an adjacent lane, or make room whenever 

possible. 

 
Bring your food pantry donations to the campout!  
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   The Rovin' Texans met at Brazos Valley RV in Caldwell, 

Texas  on March 10, 2018. The meeting was called to 

order by President, Mike Eubanks. Dennis Humphrey 

opened the meeting with prayer followed by the Pledge 

of Allegiance lead by Wayne Givens. Roll call was done 

by Suzie Eubanks. Members in attendance were Mike 

and Suzie Eubanks, Bob and Doneane Frazier, Wayne and 

Elsie Givens, Olan and Lola Halbert, Dennis and Peggy 

Humphrey, Bill and Jeanette Kingsley, Robert and Pam 

Lund and John and Lynn Martine. 

Suzie read the minutes of the March 16, 2018 meeting. 

There was one addition to the minutes. It was that Olan 

Halbert had won 1st place in 42 dominoes and 

Chickenfoot at the Mini Rally. The minutes were 

approved as corrected. 

   Lynn Martine read an email sent to her by Julia Means 

Bauman. 

   The Sunshine Girl was not present but she sent email 

of her activity. She sent cards to Wendell and Barbara 

Craig wishing them a speedy recovery. She also reported 

that Freeman Douglas was recovering from a minor 

surgery.  

   We discussed some host vacancies for the remainder 

of the year. Lynn Martine volunteered to help the 

Baumans host in July and Elsie Givens volunteered to 

help the Fraziers in August. 

   Wagonmaster, Bob Frazier, reported we had 8 rigs and 

1 drivein on Thursday evening. 

   Under Safety Topics Dennis Humphrey discussed the 

importance of voltage regulators to determine proper 

voltage coming in to the RV. John Martine cautioned 

everyone to check their basement compartments to be 

sure doors are closed and locked before moving RV. 

Dennis mentioned that there was a Kolache Festival in 

Caldwell the weekend of our September, 2019 campout. 

To reserve our places at Bravos Valley RV Park it will be 

necessary to prepay your spot and reserve it by August 

1, 2019. 

   Under Old Business Lynn Martine read a thank you 

letter from Special Olympics for our donation. Suzie read 

a note from a recipient of a door prize donated by Rovin' 

Texans at the Texas State Rally. 

   Under New Business we discussed the need to change 

Standing Rules to reflect change in the amount club will 

pay to use club houses. Lynn Martine made a motion to 

increase the amount available to pay for use of a club 

room not to exceed $200 and Elsie Givens seconded the 

motion. A vote was taken and passed to make the 

change in Standing Rules. 

   There was discussion about increasing our member 

dues. It was decided to have a committee of Dennis 

Humphrey, Olan Halbert, Doneane Frazier and Lynn 

Martine to meet and decide about any change in dues. 

The committee will report back in May. 

   Congratulations were extended to all members for 

winning at games in Waco, Texas State Rally and the 

Louisiana State Rally. Dennis Humphrey won 2nd in Bull 

Toss, Wayne Givens won 2nd in Washer doubles, 2nd Bull 

Toss doubles and 2nd in Washer single. Tammy Gonzales 

won 2nd in 5 crowns. Elsie Givens won 1st Bean Bag 

double, 2nd Bean Bag single, 2nd Horseshoe double, and 

1st Bull Toss double. Dennis Humphrey also won 1st 

Horseshoe double and 1st Bull Toss single at Louisiana. 

   Thanks to the Martines and Halberts for a WONDERFUL 

Friday evening meal. Additional thanks to all who helped 

with Friday morning breakfast …it was fine, fine, um, um 

good! 

  Lynn Martine made motion to 

adjourn and Jeanette Kingsley seconded it. Motion 

passed.   

   Potluck was at 5:30 pm followed by a devotional given 

by the Halberts.  

 



May Birthdays  

5-18 – Julia Means Bauman 

5-26 – Pam Harvey  

May Anniversaries 

– none – 

May Camp Out will be at Rayford Crossing with the 

Douglas and Montross hosting. 

Cruising With Classmates 

The adventure has buoyed them for more than 60 years. 

By John J. Lesjack 
https://www.goodolddaysmagazine.com/featured_story.php  

 
   With three weeks left of high school in 1954, I received 

a graduation card. Inside I found a crisp Passenger's 

Identification Check and Meal Ticket for my Senior Class 

Cruise on Lake Huron. 

   The card was signed, "Bon voyage! Love, Mom." 

I remember thinking how lucky I was that no matter 

what our circumstances were, my mother always came 

through for me. My father had died when I was younger. 

Money had always been scarce around our house. I had 

no idea how Mom came up with $48. I remember how 

much that cruise with classmates from East Detroit High 

School meant to me and how I immediately went 

upstairs to pack. 

   The SS South American, a passenger ship, had recently 

been prepared at the end of its winter layover in 

Holland, Mich., for its tourist season that ran from May 

until Labor Day. Traditionally, tickets for its first run -- 

four days, three nights -- were limited to 500 senior high 

school students. Passengers would visit historic 

Mackinac Island in Lake Huron and Canada's Sault Ste. 

Marie Locks, which led into Lake Superior. 

That cruise was one of the perks for graduating high 

school in Michigan in the early 1950s. 

   Sunday, May 23, 1954, clutching my ticket and my blue 

Samsonite suitcase, I got out of my mom's old Hudson 

and walked toward the docks on the Detroit River at the 

foot of Woodward Avenue in Detroit. I was 

overwhelmed when I first saw the ship. It was at least 

300 feet long and three stories high. From upper- and 

lower-level railings, high school seniors were laughing 

and calling to people on the dock. 

   I crossed the gangway that put me aboard ship, which 

seemed larger on the inside. A ship's steward said, 

"Cabins for gentlemen are on the port side." Then he 

added, "Port is on your left, sir." 

   My cabin was a tiny room with a porthole, bunk beds, 

storage units and a sink. Restroom facilities were down 

the hall. I put my suitcase on the top bunk and shook 

hands with my roommate, Jim Everett. 

   We verified mealtimes -- breakfast, 7 a.m.; lunch, 

12:45 p.m.; and dinner, 6:45 p.m. -- and that dining 

required dinner jackets for the gentlemen and dressy 

dresses for the ladies. 

   We climbed the Grand Staircase up to the first deck, 

then other sets of stairs until we stood on the top deck. 

There we met our friends, all age 17: Chuck, Cliff, Tom 

and Vern. Tom unofficially volunteered to be the class 

photographer. 

   Celebrating our graduation began with a cheer from all 

500 passengers as our ship left the dock. 

With Detroit, Mich., USA, on one side and Windsor, 

Ontario, Canada, on the other, our ship sailed a few 

miles up the Detroit River to Lake St. Clair, up the St. 

Clair River and onto Lake Huron, the fourth-largest 

freshwater lake in the world. 

   Our four chaperones -- the school principal, one coach 

and two female teachers -- sat in chairs on the 

promenade deck all day. 

   Once out on open water, I recalled that we were all 

happy to have a break from school. Some kids socialized, 

some played deck games, and some built human 

pyramids while Tom O'Conner took pictures. 

Mackinac Island allowed no motorized vehicles.    Horse-

drawn carriages were everywhere. Jim, Vern and I 

visited the Grand Hotel and its empty Esther Williams 

swimming pool. We had barely sampled 28 pieces of 

famous Mackinac Island fudge in Old Town when the 

ship's whistle blew. We rushed back to the ship. We 

didn't want to miss lunch. 

   As twilight approached, we gathered around our table 

in the Grand Dining Room. Lorna, our waitress, took our 

orders and served our food. 

   I noticed we didn't have to bus our dishes. 

Vern said, "This food is better than cafeteria food." 

   Jim said, "It's all so civilized." 

   Chuck said, "I can't sleep because of the engine 

noises." 

   Cliff said, "If it's all so civilized, how come we can't 

have girls at our table?" 



   We took long walks around the ship on the promenade 

deck during the day (three times around equaled a mile) 

and gathered in the Grand Ballroom at night for square 

dancing and talent shows. Students sang Hit Parade 

songs like Don Cornell's I'm Yours and Teresa Brewer's 

Till I Waltz Again With You and other popular songs. 

   Tom used roll after roll of film, which had to be 

developed in those days and then returned to him. 

Sadly, that cruise happened to be the last one for our 

high school; beginning in 1955, the Georgian Bay Transit 

Co. tied up its ships (except for charters and long cruises 

to the East Coast) in Chicago instead of Detroit. 

   Three weeks after the cruise, we all graduated and 

then drifted apart. 

   Recently, during coffee with my Friday group, I listened 

while a friend explained how he had paid thousands of 

dollars for his granddaughter's high school graduation 

trip to Mexico. He told how all the kids boarding the 

plane had their heads down and were occupied with 

electronic devices more than people. 

   I happily mentioned that my surviving classmates still 

gather in a park every August in old East Detroit with 

scrapbooks. To everyone's delight, Tom O'Conner shows 

up with handfuls of pictures that bring back memories of 

a time when camaraderie was enjoyable. We not only 

talked to one another aboard ship, we're still talking to 

each other more than 60 years later. 

Understanding & Controlling Trailer Sway       
https://rv101withmarkpolk.com/2018/04/24/understanding-and-controlling-trailer-

sway/ 

   Trailer sway is a dangerous effect associated with towing a 

trailer. Trailer sway is a side-to-side fishtail movement, and 

once out of control it can result in serious accidents. If you 

want to effectively control trailer sway you must first 

understand what contributes to trailer sway. 

 
   When trailer tongue weight is applied to the hitch ball and 

the weight is not properly distributed trailer sway can occur. 

Other contributing factors include tires, weight distributing 

bars, proper hitch adjustments, the trailer and tow vehicle 

suspension systems, and cargo weight distribution in the 

trailer. Imagine for a moment what happens when tongue 

weight is applied to a hitch ball. This added weight generates 

friction to the tow vehicle’s rear wheels, but too much tongue 
weight can affect the tow vehicle’s steering and handling, and 
too little tongue weight can result in a loss of traction 

contributing to trailer sway. 

   So, an important factor in controlling sway is the amount of 

tongue weight applied to the hitch ball, and how that weight 

is distributed to the tires on the tow vehicle and the trailer. A 

general rule-of-thumb is trailer tongue weight should be 10 to 

15 percent of the fully loaded trailer weight, for trailers 

weighing over 2,000 pounds. If the tongue weight (what 

generates friction to the tow vehicle rear tires) is properly 

distributed to the tires of the tow vehicle most lateral forces 

you encounter will not be sufficient to start sway. But if the 

lateral forces do overcome the tire friction trailer sway can 

start. 

   This would be a good time to discuss tow vehicle and trailer 

speed. As speed increases tire traction decreases with a 

corresponding increase in the possibility of trailer sway. For 

example, traveling at 60 mph, and under wet road conditions 

a weak lateral wind could easily initiate trailer sway. This 

would imply that good tires, properly rated for the weight (on 

the tow vehicle and trailer) and road conditions are important 

considerations when discussing trailer sway. 

 
   Another consideration is the vehicle and trailer suspension. 

If the trailer’s vertical stabilization (associated with the 
suspension) is working properly it helps prevent small sways 

from starting. Weight distribution bars further reduce any 

vertical displacements (swings) and transfers the hitch weight 

to the vehicle and trailer tires. This results in the tow vehicle’s 
rear tires gripping the road better and helping avoid loss of 

traction caused be vertical forces. So, it is important, before 

leaving on a trip, that we complete a checklist of all items 

associated with the tow vehicle and trailer stabilization. These 

checks would include inspecting items like tires, weight 

distributing bars, proper hitch adjustments, the trailer and 

tow vehicle suspension systems, and that all cargo in the 

trailer is distributed evenly. If any of these items are not in a 

good shape, it will decrease the speed that we can safely 

travel at. 



 
   Next, we must consider the size of the trailer. The bigger 

the trailer is (taller and longer) increases the chance for sway. 

There are two reasons for this, an increase in weight and an 

increase in mass (the area that will receive lateral winds). The 

additional weight will increase the forces applied to the hitch 

ball, especially when traveling downhill, (due to the gravity & 

acceleration) and also in case of any vehicle brake activation. 

If there is any unbalanced item in the towing system, it can 

contribute to sway starting. If the trailers surface area is 

larger, the amount of forces due to lateral winds is increased. 

These forces can destabilize the tow vehicle and trailer 

motion, increasing the chance for sway. 

 
1.    There is another very important item associated 

with trailer sway, and that is the number of trailer axles. 

Compared to a single axle, a tandem trailer axle increases the 

number of wheels 100% over the ground, and the increased 

tires gripping the road decreases the chance for sway. 

Another potential problem with a single axle trailer is the 

vertical motion (front to back, referred to as porpoising) 

typically brought on by brake activation. In this situation the 

trailer’s front end will tend to push downward. This vertical 

downward motion affects both front and rear wheel traction 

of the tow vehicle as it moves up and down, and the larger 

the trailer is the more unstable it is when talking about 

“porpoising” (move through the water (over the road) like a 

porpoise, alternately rising above it and submerging). Proper 

hitch work can prevent some of this from occurring. 

 
   So why is a 5th wheel trailer not prone to trailer sway? 5th 

wheel trailers are more stable due to the 5th wheel hitch 

being positioned over and close to the tow vehicle’s rear axle. 
In the case of a 5th wheel, lateral forces do not affect it like a 

trailer that is hitched at the rear of the tow vehicle. The 

weight at the hitch position of a 5th wheel trailer is higher 

and over the axle, enhancing the tow vehicle traction on the 

road surface. 

   Always keep in mind every tow vehicle has a maximum tow 

capacity and you must compute total RV weights including, 

passengers, cargo, and fluids and fuel. Also keep in mind that 

any weight added to the tow vehicle takes the same amount 

of weight from the towing capacity. 

   To recap, the most important items associated with trailer 

sways are: 

a) under-inflated tires 

b) improper weight distribution 

c) improper hitch adjustments 

d) no sway control 

e) air pressure from transfer trucks passing 

f) long downhill (descent) 

g) lateral wind 

h) towing speed 

i) inadequate towing vehicle 

j) overload conditions 

k) hitch to tow vehicle rear axle distance 

l) poor trailer design 

m) mismatched tow vehicle & trailer 

n) not completing trailer/tow vehicle checklist 

   So, to help avoid trailer sway here are some remedies: 



 
1.Under-inflated tires: Never leave on a trip without a tire 

inspection. If necessary, adjust the inflation pressure 

according to manufacturer’s recommendation based on 
weight. Always check and inflate tires when they are cold, 

before traveling more than one mile. Whenever you stop 

inspect the tow vehicle and trailer conditions to include tire 

conditions. Check tire and hub temperature. In case of 

abnormally hot tires, or hubs there is something wrong. It 

may be bearing problems, underinflated tires or axle 

overloads. Try to identify the problem and correct it. 

2.Improper weight distribution: When a trailer is 

manufactured it has very stringent weight balances. When 

you add after-market equipment or load the trailer with cargo 

try to balance the loaded weight from side-to-side and front 

to back. Bad lateral weight distribution can provoke sways 

and bad front to back weight distribution may generate 

up/down sways I discussed earlier. Remember that the 

weight over the hitch ball should be 10 to 15percent of the 

total loaded trailer weight. If the trailer has less than 10% 

tongue weight load more weight towards the front of the 

trailer. 

 
1.Hitch adjustments: Whenever using a weight distribution 

hitch it is extremely important that it is adjusted properly. If 

you are not sure how to adjust the hitch components take it 

to an authorized RV service center to have it adjusted. 

2.No sway control: Sway controls help limit the possibility of 

sway starting in the first place. Whenever possible have a 

sway control installed and make sure you understand how to 

adjust it. I personally use an Equalizer brand hitch with built in 

sway control when I tow trailers. 

3.Transfer trucks passing: Large trucks will pass you and you 

need to be prepared to make slight steering adjustments. 

When a truck passes the main factor is the air displacement. 

The air pressure coming off of the truck pulls and pushes 

against the trailer. Try to observe wind intensity and 

direction, as well the air moisture which is the main villain. 

Humid air is heavier and increases lateral trailer 

displacements when being passed. Being aware of the 

situation is the best defense. Be prepared to make steering 

corrections, but do not over-steer. 

4.Long downhill (descent): When descending inclines reduce 

your speed, use a lower gear and apply weak vehicle braking, 

if necessary. Never do any abrupt vehicle braking. Continued 

use of the vehicle brakes can cause them to fade and not 

work properly. It may be necessary to manually activate the 

trailer brakes periodically to help slow down and/or to control 

sway. Slowly slide the manual brake lever over to activate the 

trailer brakes. It is important to maintain a safe and 

manageable speed when descending inclines. 

5.Lateral wind: Strong cross winds and windy days in general 

can be very dangerous when towing a trailer. It is better not 

to travel on extremely windy days. If you do experience 

lateral wind displacement reduce your speed substantially 

and stay alert. 

 
1.Towing speed: It is difficult to state what a safe speed is 

when towing a trailer. There are many variables, but not 

exceeding a speed of 60 miles/hour is a fair assessment. Use 

lower speeds if the traffic or road conditions are not normal 

(lateral winds, high humidity, rain, road conditions, traveling 

downhill all contribute to sway.) 

2.Inadequate tow vehicle: Your tow vehicle might have 

enough power to move a trailer down the road, but a major 

consideration is whether the tow vehicle’s weight is adequate 
to support slowing down and to help prevent trailer sway. 

Every tow vehicle has weight limits and ratings. It is very 

important that these weight ratings are not exceeded. The 

farther you are from exceeding weight limits the safer it is for 

you and your family. A very general rule is the tow vehicles 

towing capacity should be capable of towing the Gross 

Vehicle Weight Rating (GVWR) of the trailer you are towing. 

3.Overload: Never overload the tow vehicle or the trailer. 

Overloading tires, axles, Gross Vehicle Weight Ratings (GVWR) 

and Gross Combined Weight Ratings (GCWR) is extremely 

dangerous. Make sure all cargo loaded in the trailer is secured 

and that all weight added is properly distributed. 



4.Hitch to tow vehicle rear axle distance: The distance from 

the tow vehicle’s rear axle to the hitch ball can contribute to 
sway. Less distance is always better. Ideally a longer 

wheelbase vehicle with a shorter overhang from the rear axle 

to the hitch ball is the best scenario. Basically, it is associated 

with the lever effect. The distance between the rear axle and 

the hitch ball position can be understood as the lever length; 

and the longer the distance it is the higher the lateral forces 

applied to the axle position. 

5.Poor trailer design: When there is too much weight behind 

the trailers axles causing the tongue weight to be less than 

10% of the trailers weight it has a natural tendency to sway. 

In this case it will be necessary to load some of the weight 

towards the front of the trailer to increase tongue weight. 

Ideally tongue weight should be between 10 to 15% of the 

loaded trailer weight. 

6.Mismatched tow vehicle & trailer: The tow vehicle and 

trailer need to be properly matched to make a safe towing 

system. An improperly matched tow vehicle and trailer can 

result in trailer sway. A tow vehicle without the proper towing 

capacity for the trailer it is towing, too light of a suspension 

system for the amount of tongue weight, too short of a 

wheelbase for the size of trailer can all contribute to trailer 

sway. The tow vehicle should be rated to tow the GVWR of 

the trailer you purchase. 

 
1.Tow vehicle/trailer checklist: The tow vehicle and trailer 

must be in good mechanical condition to safely tow. The 

brakes and suspension on both the vehicle and trailer must 

be in proper operating condition. Prior to leaving on a trip 

inspect the suspension (shock absorbers, springs, bars, tires 

and other components on the trailer and the vehicle) and the 

operation and adjustment of the electric brakes for the 

trailer. Tires must be in good condition and inflated properly 

for the load. A checklist can help you remember what items 

to check. 

Note: Adhering to these recommendations can help prevent 

trailer sway from starting, but keep in mind there are no 

guarantees you will not encounter sway. If you do experience 

trailer sway you should gradually reduce speed, avoid using 

the vehicle brakes if possible, avoid harsh steering 

movements if possible and manually apply the trailer brakes 

by sliding the lever over on the electronic brake control to 

help bring the sway under control. 

Everyone towing a trailer, even the most experienced, is a 

potential sway victim. When it comes to trailer sway caution 

is a necessity, but not always sufficient. Safety first! Being 

aware of what sway is and what you can do to help prevent it 

can help prepare you in the event your trailer starts to sway. 

 
Bring your food pantry donations to the campout or 

donate money!  
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June 2018

   The Rovin’ Texans met at Rayford Crossing RV Resort 
on May 12, 2018.  The meeting was called to order by 

President, Mike Eubanks. Mike opened the meeting with 

prayer followed by the Pledge of Allegiance lead by 

Wayne Givens. 

   Mike Eubanks then welcomed our visitors, Rocque 

Berger, Debbie Parker's brother, and Bob and Linda 

Humphrey, Dennis Humphrey's brother and sister-in-law. 

   Roll call was the done by Suzie Eubanks. Members in 

attendance were Richard and Julia Bauman, Freeman 

and Joan Douglas, Peggy Duvall, Mike and Suzie Eubanks, 

Bob and Doneane Frazier, Wayne and Elsie Givens, 

Dennis and Peggy Humphrey, James and Gloria Montross, 

Ron and Debbie Parker, and Calvin and Olga Waits. 

   Suzie Eubanks read the minutes of the April, 2018 

meeting. There was an addition: Elsie Givens winning at 

the Texas 

State Rally -- 1st place in team sandbag toss, and 1st and 

2nd place in double sandbag. 

   Julia Bauman read the Treasurer’s Report 

   Sunshine Girl, Joan Douglas reported that Pam Harvey 

has a broken foot, Wendell and Barbara Craig are still not 

doing well, Bill Kingsley had cataract surgery and is doing 

well. Elsie Givens is still having foot problems. 

   Dennis and Peggy Humphrey reported they were 

blessed with a new healthy great grandson, Carson Jett 

Ward. 

   WagonMaster, Bob Frazier reported 10 rigs and 3 drive 

ins were present. Bob Frazier mentioned that henceforth 

all members should be responsible for making their own 

reservations with the campground and also canceling 

them if necessary. (No explanation for why is recorded.) 

The phone committee will still make calls and report 

totals to him for the hosts head count. Jim Montross 

made a motion that each member call the RV park and 

make their own reservation and cancel if necessary. 

Doneane Frazier seconded the motion and the motion 

passed. Bob also asked that if you cancel that you let 

him know. 

   Last month a committee met to discuss possible raising 

dues. It was decided to keep dues at $13 for now. No 

changes in dues. 

   Next month we will ask for committee volunteers to 

discuss ideas for our club to have a money-making 

project for the Mini Rally. 

   There was no Safety Topics to discuss. 

   Under New Business we are fortunate that Richard 

Bauman has decided to run for the office of Texas State 

Good Sam Director. Dennis Humphrey nominated 

Richard Bauman to represent the Rovin' Texans as our 

nominee for the office of State Director. Gloria Montross 

seconded the motion. A vote was unanimous. 

   Mike asked for volunteers to work on updating our 

Standing Rules. Jim and Gloria Montross, Peggy Duvall 

and Suzie Eubanks volunteered. 

   Appreciation to Freeman and Joan Douglas and Jim and 

Gloria Montross for a great Friday evening meal. Thanks 

to all who helped with breakfast on Friday morning. 

   Wayne Givens expressed big thanks on behalf of the 

club for the wine tasting event Bob Frazier arranged for 

us in Caldwell last month. All agreed Brazos Valley is a 

great RV park. Wayne Givens made a motion to adjourn 

and Bob Frazier seconded the motion. Meeting 

adjourned. 

Potluck was at 5:30 with a devotional after dinner. 

June Birthdays  

6-14 – Ron Wyrick  

6-18 – Dennis Humphrey 

6-23 – Lynn Martine  

6-24 – Richard Prince  

6-26 – James Montross  

June Anniversaries 

6-09 – Lola & Olan Halbert  … 56 years 

6-28 – Bonnie & Richard Prince  … 15 years 



June Camp Out will be at Colorado Landing RV in 

LaGrange, TX, June 7, 8, & 9th.     Pam and Bob Lunds are 

hosts. They need assistance. Contact them if you can 

help. Their contact info is in your Camping Directory. 

 

The Old Straw Hat  - - It took them back to 

“tobacco days.” By Gale Boulware 
Reprinted from Good Old Days Magazine May/June 2017 

   Dad passed away in January 2008, just shy of his 93 

birthday.  Since Mother’s fall to cancer some 28 years 
before, he had managed to carry on alone in the family 

home where we were birthed and reared in Price, a 

small community in Rockingham County, N.C.  For 

guarded reasons, he refused to let us kids dispose of or 

lay claim to any of our mother’s belongings.  At his 

passing, her clothing still hung in the closet alongside 

his.  On the dresser rested her jewelry box, dehydrated 

cometics and antiquated Avon containers, and an age-

yellow comb-and-bruch set, Mother’s hair still intwined 

among the bristles.  He has seen to it that the bedroom 

where Mother had drawn her last breath remained 

unchanged until his own earthly departure. 

  With Dad’s demise, my three siblings and I found 
closure for both parents as we cleared the homeplace of 

all personal belongings and accumulated items of their 

lifetime together.  We laughed and occasionally sniffled 

as we came upon articles that ignited memories of our 

childhood days.  We stood in awe at how two people 

saved everything from empty plastic jugs, dead batteries 

and bad spark plugs to an old wringer washing machine 

stowed away in the smokehouse.  Clearly, nothing was 

ever considered junk and thrown away. 

  Although there were no priceless heirlooms, we 

certainly fell upon objects rich in nostalgia.  While 

attacking the basenent shelves, we spied it scrunched 

way back behind scores of mason jars filled with no 

longer edible, barely recognizable pickles and preserves.  

In unison, we shrieked “Mother’s old straw hat!” 

  Although fragile from age and soiled with tobacco gum, 

it had withstood time and reappeared in amazingly good 

shape.  With this jewel of a find, we plopped down on 

the cold cement floor and begun unpacking memories of 

our tobacco days.  Whereas in our youth those days of 

sweat and labor had seemed “the worst of times,” on 
this day, we recognized them as “happy days.” 

  During the summers of the 1950s and 60s, tobacco 

harvesting on Saturdays was a family affair.  Arising 

before dawn, we downed a bowl of cereal, dressed in 

our work wear and stood ready at first light.  My brother 

and Dad cropped the leaves while Mother guided Nell, 

our draft horse, as he pulled sleds of tobacco leaves 

from field to barn and back again.  As if it were 

yesterday, I can clearly envision Mother in a homemade 

calico  feed-sack dress, donning that broad-brimmed hat 

with reins in her hands, 

  At the barn, Nell would snort and puff softly while 

Mother sipped water directly from the spring using the 

family tin dipper. After a tug of her clinging slip from 

sweaty legs, she’d yank off that old hat and with the 

back of her hand, wipe sweat from brow to nose tip.  

After splashing cool creek water to her face, she’d plop 
that old hat back on her sopping wet head. 

  Giggling, we’d poke fun, saying her brown curls matted 
flat to her head looked like chocolate icing twirls atop a 

cake.  With blue eyes sparkling and smiling large, she   

and Nell would turn tail and hasten back to the field. 

  At the barn, my oldest sister took charge.  Brother and I 

handed three leaves, our small hands barely able to 

grasp them, to Sis, who strung them onto sticks.  With 

forefinger tightly wrapped in rags, she took care to tug 

the string taute.  If just one leaf fell to the  ground, she 

knew Dad would see that the rags came off and her 

hands would have evidence of manual labor.  Miss Priss, 

as we often called her, could not have that,  

  That straw hat brought back memories of a distant 

past.  Even though many times we were physically 

drained, the family strove to make the most of it.  We 

joked, teased and enjoyed picnic lunches of moon pies, 

RC Colas, cold pork and beans, and Vienna sausages.  

Once each afternoon, Daddy would stip a watermellon 

beneath the leaves. Anticipating that each might be the 

lucky sled spurred us to work quickly.  When the melon 

finally appeared and the sled was emptied. Sis would 

crack it open on a rock and give us each a hot chunk, 

juicy and refreshing. 

  At day’s end, we joined in a celebratory dance when 

Brother housed the last stick.  With a sense of 

accomplishment, we’d return home gummy and dog 
tired.  After scrubbing up with Lava soap and eating a 

simple supper of tomatoe sandwiches, we’d drop 
exhausted into our beds with no need for lullabies. 



  My parents were high school graduates, quite 

admirable for the later 1920s.  They were adamant that 

we kids would obtain a college education so as to have a 

less arduous life than they.  Both held public jobs, yet 

they managed each summer to raise a tobacco crop.  

Although the acreage was always less than two, Dad still 

managed to dole out jobs that kept us in the field 

several hours daily.  In addition to the harvest 

contributing to our college funds, he instilled in us the 

belief that good things happen through hard work and 

perseverance – values that later served us well in our 

chosen career paths, 

  Our childhood days lacked frills and luxurious material 

goods, but we had love and security, and our needs 

were met.  When we complained of having to do 

without, Mother responded “You won’t die from wants 
and wishes.” A child’s world is now, and those words 
meant nothing then but a big no.  Today we realize she 

spoke the truth, and we appreciate the many parental 

sacrifices for our benefit. 

  Neither sister nor brother wanted that old straw hat, 

but sentimental me just couldn’t see it trashed.  Today it 
hangs on my wall, surely observed by visitors as tacky 

décor.  To make it more presentable, I spray-painted iy 

to almost the original color and glued on several dried 

flowers.  It hangs not for beauty but as a daily reminder 

of from whence I sprung and of my parents whoses gifts 

of love and principles bettered my life. 

7 tips to help extend the life of your 

RV or tow vehicle's engine.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DR9bE-gOcYA&feature=youtu.be  

These simple RV preventive maintenance procedures can add years 
of life to your RV and/or tow vehicle. It doesn’t matter if it’s your tow 
vehicle or your motor home; doesn’t matter whether it’s a gasoline 
engine or a diesel engine. Focusing on simple preventative 
maintenance steps to extend the life of our vehicles engines. 

1. Routine oil and oil filter changes. You should 

follow the vehicle manufacturer’s guidelines for 
changing oil and oil filters. If possible, change 

your oil prior to any long term storage as acids 

accumulate in used oil and can corrode engine 

components and engine bearings.  Don’t forget 
the generator too. 

2. Help your engine breath. A dirty or clogged air 

filter can rob life from your engine. When the 

engine can breath properly, it not only last longer 

but is more fuel efficient. Recommendations for 

how frequent to change fillters is based on 

driving conditions. It only takes a few minutes to 

check and can be done while engin oil is being 

changed Review you owners manual. 

3. Pay attention to service intervals. Manufactures 

recommend service intervals for a reason, to 

maximize efficiency and extend the life of the 

engine. Whether it’s a desile or a gasoline 
engine, its important to follow these 

recommended servive intravals. 

4. Keep it running cool. Just like clean engine oil 

lubricates moving parts and extends the life of 

engines, clean antifreeze helps the main 

components of the engine stay cool and extends 

the life of the engine. Follow the engine 

manufacturers guideline for flushing and 

changing coolants. Make sure you use the proper 

type of coolant for your engine and everytime 

you lift the hood, check the coolant level. Inspect 

hoses Hoses deteriate from inside out. Check for 

wear, soft spots, cracks, and brittle areas and 

leaks.  Replace any damaged hoses or clamps as 

required. 

5. Perform Pre-Trip checks. Before moving the 

vehicle check all fluid levels, Check the 

transmission fluid level, power steering and 

coolant levels, engine oil, windshield washer and 

brake fluid. Consult your vehicle owners manual 

for proper levels. Start the engine. Allow it to 

reach proper operating temperature and check 

all of the guages.  

6. Look under the vehicle for any signs of leaks. 

Have any leaks checked out and repaired before 

using your vehicle. 

7. Driving is important too. Smart drivers can extend 

the life of their vehicles engine by watching 

RPMs, knowing when to shift gears, and 

monitoring guages. Always warm a cold engine 

before driving; never race a cold engine. 

Excellerate slowly until engine is up to operating 

temperature. Always monitor guages and when a 

guage is reading outside the normal pull over 

when its safe, have it checked out and repaired. 

 



      
Bring your food pantry donations to the campout or 

donate money!  

 
 

Jan 2019  Coushatte RV Ranch, Bellville, TX 

Feb 2019 Magnolia RV, Goodrich, TX 

Mar 2019 Coushatte RV Ranch, Bellville, TX 

Apr 2019 Hillcrest RV, New Waverly, TX 

May 2019 Jamacia Beach, Galveston, TX 

Jun 2019 Colorado Landing, La Grange, TX 

Jul 2019 Gulf Coast RV, Beaumont, TX 

Aug 2019 Rayford Crossing, Spring, TX 

Sep 2019 Brazos Valley RV, Caldwell, TX 

Oct 2019 Colorado Landing, LaGrange, TX 

Nov 2019 A+ Motel & RV, Sulphur, LA 

Dec 2019 Coushatte RV Ranch, Bellville, TX  
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July 2018

   The Rovin’ Texans met at Colorado Landing RV in 

LaGrange, TX, June 7, 8, & 9th.  Due to only 4 members 

showing up for the meeting, it was decided to not tie-up 

the meeting house for a meeting, game playing and pot 

luck. 

June Birthdays  

7-10 – John Muyres  

7-18 – Freeman Douglas 

7-31 – Calvin Waits 

June Anniversaries 

7-15 – Linda & David Barron   … 46 years 

7-23 – Lauree & Mark Cunningham  … 35 years 

7-24 – Peggy & Dennis Humphrey  … 24 years 

July Camp Out will be at Brazos Valley RV in Caldwell, TX, 

July 12. 13, & 14th.     Julia and Richard Bauman and Lynn 

Martine are hosts.  John won’t be much help, if any at 

all. 

Delightful Dividends 
Candy was their preferred investment 

By Lewis A. Kocher 
https://www.goodolddaysmagazine.com/featured_story.php  

 
Today, many adults put their money into banks for the 

future. In the early- and mid-1960s, we kids had our own 

kind of bank, a type that paid dividends in the present, 

not the future. Those dividends weren't in the form of 

money, but instead came in an unending array of 

sweets, adventures and joy. 

Our banks were candy stores. 

These weren't actual dedicated candy shops, but local 

mom-and-pop stores, the kind that have now all but 

disappeared from the landscape. Erie, Pa., was replete 

with such shops in those days, and there were four of 

them within easy walking distance for us. 

Each mom-and-pop contained that mecca of childhood -

- the candy counter. And the proprietors knew what a 

gold mine they had. My sister, brother and I had never 

been to a local store that didn't have the candy counter 

right in front, next to the register. It was the first thing 

we saw when we walked in, and unless our parents had 

sent us on a grocery errand, we never ventured farther 

than that taunting, enticing counter. 

Although we didn't learn much about saving money, we 

did learn how to portion it out and spend wisely, 

applying kid-style wisdom. If we had less than a nickel, 

we went to the penny counter at Wiley's Grocery on 

Buffalo Road. My money there usually went to a licorice 

wheel -- a round, rolled-up licorice whip with a red 

candy in the center -- or red licorice laces, or Atomic Fire 

Balls -- those ridiculously hot jawbreakers that usually 

left us happily drooling in delighted agony. 

If we had less than a dime but more than a nickel, our 

horizons expanded. Depending on our mood, we could 

go to Wiley's for either a box of pretzel sticks or a 

package of pink-frosted Stage Planks cookies -- a ginger- 

and molasses-flavored treat. Or we could walk to 

Orsetti's Market on the corner. There, right next to the 

impressive and beautiful Victorian-style cash register, 

was Bea Orsetti's candy counter. 

Walking into Orsetti's, the first thing we did was go to 

the front window, where Bea and Joe kept "money 

plants." Those things fascinated us with their long, light, 

tawny stalks dangling with paper-thin, translucent silvery 

"coins." As we stared, we breathed in the delightful 



aroma of dill, a huge supply of which Bea always had 

dangling nearby. 

It was only after this ritual that we went to the candy 

counter and pretended to look at all the goods. We 

knew exactly what we wanted, and there they were: 

little white paper bags of penny candy Bea made for a 

nickel. And the bags always included one stale 

marshmallow -- which we loved! You never knew what 

you would get in that candy bag, but the stale 

marshmallow was always there. Perhaps that is why 

Becky, Stevie and I always let our marshmallow Peeps at 

Easter time dry out and harden a few days before we ate 

them. It became an acquired taste. 

With more than a dime but less than a quarter, we 

would head down Buffalo Road again, this time a few 

blocks away to Bender's Grocery to buy large Pixy Stix, or 

Nik-L-Nips, or maybe a long rope of bubble gum in some 

overwhelmingly bright neon color with a pungency to 

match. Bender's was the first in our area to bring in 

Razzles in the mid-'60s: Is it a candy? Is it a gum? 

Whatever it was, we loved it! And if Mom knew we were 

going to Bender's, she would give us a little extra money 

to buy her a Chunky or a Bun candy bar -- her favorites. 

But if we had a quarter or more (rare for us, having no 

allowance), we would walk the half dozen blocks into the 

nearby town of Wesleyville and up to Catrabone's 

Variety Store. Walking to Wesleyville alone was an 

adventure. We always stood poised on the corner of 

Bird Drive, knowing that by crossing the street, we were 

entering another city! It made us feel like world 

travelers. 

Catrabone's candy counter had it all! If it was weird and 

wonderful, it was there! There, enticingly tucked behind 

its beautiful, massive, curved-glass counters, was simply 

everything. For a quarter you could fill a small bag with 

candy. Or you could diversify and buy a couple of larger 

items, maybe a $100,000 candy bar and a Monkees flip 

book. Or Monsters bubblegum cards and a Wowee wax 

whistle at Halloween. The store even had little plastic 

smoking monkeys that would puff away at a lit 

"cigarette," entertaining us as we enjoyed our Ferrara 

Pan's Boston Baked Beans or miniature jawbreakers or 

Lemonheads. 

If we had a penny or two left over, our own version of 

the one-armed bandit was waiting at the exit door: the 

gum ball machines. There, randomly tucked away 

amongst the sprinkles of colored gum balls, were yellow 

gum balls with two red stripes, looking like angry bees 

trapped in a psychedelic hive. And if you were lucky 

enough to win one, back into the store you ran. 

Depending on the store, it meant 5 cents as a prize, or a 

whole candy bar! Oh, it was no coincidence that we 

usually had a penny or two left over from our purchases. 

Looking back, I guess Buffalo Road was our Las Vegas. 

Every childhood temptation was there, and we gave in 

to temptation freely, starting with Jack Frost Donuts on 

one end, then Wiley's, Orsetti's, Bender's, Twin Kiss Ice 

Cream and ending with Catrabone's at the other end. 

Every weekend we stopped by our banks and reaped 

instant gratification! 

 
Bring your food donations to campout 

 Camping Safety 
https://www.fire.ca.gov/communications/downloads/fact_sheets/Camping.pdf 

 Campfires 
o  Secure necessary permits to build a campfire. 
o  Locate campfire a safe distance from tents, trees, or    
buildings. 
o  Scrape away grass and needles within 5 feet of the 
campfire’s edge. 
o  Be sure campfire is out before leaving the area. 
o  Wear snug fitting clothing around campfires. 
o  Supervise children closely around a campfire. 
o  Teach everyone to stop, drop, and roll.  

Recreational Vehicles 
o  Use only electric or battery lights in RVs. 
o  Clean and maintain appliances, gas connections, and fume 
vents. 
o  When using propane appliances, light a match before 
turning on gas. 
o  Place portable heaters away from combustibles. 
o  Do not block exit ways. 
o  Extinguish smoking materials before going to sleep. 
o  Teach children to operate emergency escape hatches. 
o  Keep a fire extinguisher by the exit door, and install a 
battery operated  smoke detector. 
o  Prepare and practice a fire escape plan. 
o  In case of fire while driving, turn off the ignition and 
evacuate the vehicle. 

Flammable Liquids 
o  Use flammable liquids only for intended purpose. 
o  Fill lanterns and stoves away from heat sources. 
o  Use a funnel; clean spills immediately. 
o  Store flammable liquids outside, away from tent or RV. 
o  Store in approved metal safety can. 
o  Transport only minimal amounts in well ventilated area. 

Tents 
o  Buy only a flame-resistant tent. 
o  Clear a 3-foot area around tent site. 



o  Keep lanterns and open flames outside of the tent. 
o  Extinguish fires and turn off lanterns and stoves before 
going to bed. 
o  Keep a fire extinguisher inside the tent. 
o  Be prepared to cut your way out of the tent if a fire occurs. 

11 Iconic Stops Not to Miss Along the Pacific 

Coast Highway 

 
California’s Pacific Coast Highway presents a classic 
American road trip sure to be a dream for any traveler. 

But should you see? Use this list to start planning, you 

won’t want to miss these stops! 
A trip along the shore-hugging, sun-drenched Pacific 

Coast Highway (also known as California State Route 1) 

is guaranteed to be the adventure of a lifetime no 

matter how you travel. But, since it covers more than 

650 miles of sandy beaches, redwood forests, big cities 

and cute towns, planning a trip down the PCH might 

seem more than a little a bit daunting. On this list we 

share 11 of the absolute must-see stops along the way 

and tips for traveling the highway should help make 

taking the leap from dreaming to doing easy as pie! 

McWay Falls 

Julia Pfeiffer Burns State Park is a gorgeous slice of Big 

Sur beauty that is an iconic PCH stop, and the park’s 
crown jewel is McWay Falls. The 80-foot cascade flows 

year around, and you can view it from an overlook 

reached the half-a-mile Waterfall Trail that starts at the 

park’s parking lot. You even walk through a tunnel below 

the PCH! 

Waterfall Fact: A waterfall that’s on the beach is actually 
called a “tidefall”. You can’t actually get down to the 
beach to see this one up close, since it’s a very fragile 
ecosystem and too rocky and dangerous, but it looks 

pretty amazing from afar and makes for an awesome 

photo-op. 

 
Santa Monica Pier 

There are a lot of reasons why the Santa Monica Pier is 

so important. It’s historic, as it opened in 1909, and it’s 
been a popular destination for beachgoers ever since. 

It’s been featured in countless TV shows, and movies, 

and holds an important spot in road trip history as the 

very end destination on Route 66. Today, you can find all 

kinds of retro fun, from the old-school rides to the 

arcade to the aquarium. Sit down and enjoy a seafood 

dinner at The Albright, or just grab a milkshake and 

enjoy the primo people-watching. Bonus points if you 

watch the sun set over the water from the edge of the 

pier! 

 
Solvang Restaurant 

As you make your way up the coast, make a point to 

stop in the town of Solvang. It’s a strange little town that 
looks like it was picked up from Denmark and dropped 

off in Southern California. Windmills, Tudor buildings, 

and fairy tale-themed parks give the village a totally 

unique atmosphere. Immerse yourself in the town’s 
Danish vibes and order some aebleskivers… they’re 
pancake-like puffs served with raspberry jam and 

powdered sugar, and they’re delicious. The restaurant 
has a menu of rib-sticking Danish staples and breakfast 

food (think cabbage, sausage, burgers, potatoes, and 

waffles) in an adorably decorated restaurant that will 

make you feel right at home. 



Tip: If you just want the aebleskivers or a Danish hot dog 

as a quick snack, they have a walk-up window where you 

can grab the goodies to go. 

 
Pismo Beach Monarch Butterfly Grove 

People aren’t the only ones who tend to vacation to 
California during the winter… butterflies do it, too. The 
Pismo Beach Monarch Butterfly Grove is a hotspot for 

gorgeous black-and-orange monarch butterflies to 

spend the winter. Between November and February, you 

have the chance to see thousands of the delicate 

creatures hanging out at this grove of eucalyptus trees 

at the southern edge of Pismo State Beach. The coolest 

part about the butterflies is that, despite the fact that 

they only live long enough to make the journey to the 

grove once in their 6-month lifetimes, their offspring 

somehow know to come to this specific spot generation 

after generation. Scientists aren’t sure why, but it’s 
definitely a special phenomenon. Even if it isn’t butterfly 
season, Pismo State Beach is a great place to stretch 

your legs, catch some sun, and enjoy the ocean breeze. 

Santa Margarita KOA 

Perfectly located in between Santa Barbara and 

Monterey, the Santa Margarita KOA is a great place to 

spend a few nights while you make sure you visit all of 

the attractions around. It’s right on Santa Margarita Lake 
as well, which is perfect for anglers who want to spend 

part of their vacation casting a line. Quiet RV and tent 

sites are perfect for campers comfortable setting up 

their own stuff, while cabins and awesome yurts let you 

enjoy the feeling of being in nature, except with a comfy 

mattress instead of a sleeping bag on the ground. 

 
Hearst Castle 

Take a break from nature and visit one of the country’s 
most fabled historic homes: Hearst Castle. Built by 

newspaper tycoon William Randolph Hearst, it’s a 
seriously opulent and extravagant estate. Featuring 165 

rooms, 3 guest houses, two massive pools, and 127 

acres, the Moorish Castle is unlike anything else in 

America. The rooms are ornately decorated, and the 

gardens are impeccable, but the absolutely decadent 

pools are the real stunners. 

Tip: Tours sell out fast here, so book yours online in 

advance. They’re the only way to see the castle. Ticket 

prices start at $25 a person, but trust us… it’s worth it. 

 
Golden Gate Bridge 

The Pacific Coast Highway actually crosses the Golden 

Gate Bridge, but take the time to park and walk (or bike) 

across before you drive it. It’s an amazing experience; 
start in Golden Gate Park, where you can find some 

great angles for pictures (it’ll probably be foggy, but 
that’s San Francisco for you!) and then feel the breeze 
off the bay as you make your way across. The other side 

of the bridge will put you in the town of Sausalito, which 

has a cute boardwalk, a marine center, Rodeo beach, 

galleries, boutiques, bars, restaurants, and tons more. 



 
Castello Di Amorosa 

As you make your way north, you’ll find yourself in wine 
country! One of the coolest in the area? Castello Di 

Amorosa, which features a 13th-century Tuscan-style 

castle nestled among the rolling vineyards. The barrel 

cellar and tasting room are in a cave built into the 

hillside, and general admission gets you access to the 

castle and a 5-wine tasting. You can add on chocolate or 

cheese pairings, or even guided tours of the castle. You 

don’t even have to be a wine-drinker to tour the totally 

cool estate! 

Tip: Visit the torture chamber… it has an authentic, 300-

year-old iron maiden and some crazy replica devices. 

Willits KOA Holiday® 

Just off the Mendocino coast, set back in a cozy 

redwood forest, is the Willits KOA Holiday. The western 

theme fits in with the quiet countryside setting, and 

they’ve got loads to see and do, from mini golf to the 

petting zoo to the splash pad to the hot tub, sauna, and 

pool. They feature all the usual accommodation options 

(tent sites, RV sites, Camping Cabins and Deluxe Cabins) 

but they also feature a tepee you can rent to spend the 

night in as well! 

Tip: If you’re just passing through, you can buy a day use 
pass to this KOA and enjoy the fun! 

 
Fort Bragg Glass Beach 

Of all the many beaches along the California coast, none 

are as unique as Fort Bragg’s Glass Beach. For years, 
locals used the shore as a dump, tossing trash onto the 

sand. Eventually, it was decided that the beach should 

be cleaned up and opened for public use, and as the 

community worked to clear the garbage off the beach, 

they discovered something incredible: The glass bottles 

that had been thrown onto the beach had been swept 

out to sea, and pounded into colorful, smooth glass 

pebbles by the waves. Over the years, people have been 

sneaking handfuls of the glass sand away, so it isn’t quite 
as impressive as it once was, but you can still see some 

of the pebbles scattered across the sand. It’s a powerful 

place that tells a lot about how Mother Nature can take 

trash and turn it into treasure.  

  
Shrine Drive-Thru Tree 

Drive-thru trees are a classic roadside stop that are 

unique to California. Where else in the world will you be 

able to see trees that are big enough for a car to fit 

through, let alone ones that are tunneled out so that 

you literally can drive through? There are several drive-

thru trees in Northern California, near the end of 

Highway 1, and the Shrine Drive-Thru Tree is neat 

because the tunnel appears natural, as opposed to being 

cut through the trunk. There are some cute little 

playhouses here that kids will love. 

Tip: If your car is too big to fit through the tree, don’t 
stress… you can walk through it instead, and still grab 
that picture! 

 
As you wind your way along the coast on Highway 1, 

leave yourself time to make unexpected stops and take 

unplanned detours. There are countless things to see 

and do along the way, and each stop is its own special 

experience. Whether it’s an iconic stop that you just 
gotta see, or a hidden gem you’ve stumbled upon 
yourself, the Pacific Coast Highway is one incredible 

route that will be an unforgettable adventure. 

 

 

 



Dear Friends of the Good Old Days, 
https://www.goodolddaysmagazine.com/editors_letter.php  

We didn't have a lot of money for extras when I was 

growing up, but my parents always figured out a way to 

take a family vacation. 

Each summer, my dad would borrow a pop-up–style 

camper from the neighbors and hitch it to our station 

wagon. My mom would pack our clothes in empty beer 

cases (the sturdy kind with the flip-tops) and stack them 

in the camper. Then she would expertly fill our green 

metal 7Up cooler with a watermelon, several pounds of 

bologna, ketchup, water and milk for the long trip. (The 

milk was for us. The water usually ended up in the 

overheated radiator of our vehicle.) A few loaves of 

bread and a couple of bags of potato chips rounded out 

our food supply. 

We five kids piled into every nook and cranny of the 

station wagon (no one ever heard of using seat belts, 

especially in the back seats), and off we went on our 

two-week joyride. 

We never went to the same place twice. One summer 

we went "out West," all the way from Ohio to 

Yellowstone National Park. The next summer we 

traveled east, ending up in Bar Harbor, Maine. We 

stayed at rustic (aka cheap) campgrounds, ate a record 

amount of bologna sandwiches, and always ended up 

with sunburns. We had run-ins with bears, prairie dogs 

and wicked hailstorms. My brother got lost in the 

Badlands of South Dakota (we ultimately found him 

watching a movie in an air-conditioned theater!), we 

discovered the Atlantic Ocean was too cold to swim in 

for any extended period, and we spent precious vacation 

time in a laundromat after we all got sick for 24 hours. 

But these are among my most treasured childhood 

memories. 
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August 2018

   The Rovin’ Texans met at Brazos Valley RV Park on July 
14, 2018. The meeting was called to order by President, 

Mike Eubanks.  Dennis Humphrey lead the group in an 

opening prayer followed by the Pledge of Allegiance lead 

by Bob Frazier. 

   Roll call was by Suzie Eubanks.  Members present were 

Richard and Julia Bauman, Freeman and Joan Douglas, 

Mike and Suzie Eubanks, Bob and Doneane Frazier, 

Wayne and Elsie Givens, Olan and Lola Halbert, Dennis 

and Peggy Humphrey, Robert and Pam Lund, John and 

Lynn Martine, Jim and Gloria Montross,  Calvin and Olga 

Waits, Dick and Pat Walther, and John Muyres. 

   Suzie read the minutes of the May, 2018 meeting.  

There were no corrections and they were accepted as 

read.  There were no minutes for June as we did not 

meet in June. 

   Julia Bauman gave the Treasurers Report. 

   Sunshine Girl, Joan Douglas, reported that Bill Kingsley 

is having blood pressure issues, Phil Hunt is in rehab 

recovering from a broken bone in his leg, John Martine is 

recovering from knee surgery, Peggy Humphrey is 

recovering from a fall, and Pam Lund is dealing with afib 

issues. 

   WagonMaster, Bob Frazier, reported that we had 12 

rigs and 1 drive-in this month.  Bob mentioned the 

August campout is scheduled for Gulf Coast RV Park in 

Beaumont.  He told all that anyone who comes on 

Thursday should plan to go with the group on Thursday 

evening to Larry’s a Cajun restaurant.  He needs an early 
head count to make dinner reservations.  Bob also 

mentioned that Barbara Craig had asked Elsie Givens to 

take her calling list. 

   Under Committee Reports the committee for updating 

our Standing Rules is meeting after the meeting and will 

have a corrected Standing Rules to discuss in |August. 

   Mike asked for volunteers to work on ideas for a 

money-making project for the mini rally.  Lynn, Elsie, 

Gloria and Doneane volunteered.  They asked all to sign 

up giving anything they can do to participate and any 

ideas to be considered. 

   Under New Business Mike discussed Richard Bauman 

and Julia running for the office of State Director for 

Texas.  Lynn Martine made a motion that we accept the 

members vote and give a unanimous vote for Richard.  

Calvin seconded the motion.  A vote was taken and 

Richard Bauman had our clubs vote.  Good Luck Richard. 

   Appreciation to the Baumans and Martines for a great 

Friday evening meal.  Thanks also to everyone who 

helped with Friday breakfast. 

   Potluck is at 5:30pm and a devotional after dinner. 

   Richard Bauman presented the Devotional following 

Pot Luck clean-up. 

   Jim Montross made a motion to adjourn and Dennis 

Humphrey seconded the motion.  Meeting adjourned. 

August Birthdays  

8-01 – Robert Lund 

8-05 – Dick Giroux  

8-05 – Pat Walthers  

8-26 – Olga Waits 

August Anniversaries 

8-10 – Pam & Robert Lund   … 44 years 

August Camp Out will be at Gulf Coast RV in Beaumont.  

The Fraziers, Montross, and Eubanks are hosting. 

 

   
A Bobcat and a Crow 

   It was back in the summer of 1960 in Acton, Maine, 

when I was 16 years old and doing odd jobs for a retired 

man named Ned Wylie. I had finished mowing his lawn 

and he said to me as he handed me a $2 bill, “Come into 



the shed. I have something for you.” We went into the 

shed and he pointed towards a long, round, olive green 

bag. “There’s a Boy Scout tent inside that bag,” Ned told 

me. “It’s yours.” 

   Ned didn’t tell me where he got the tent and I did not 

ask. He was always coming up with “stuff.” My mother 

soon arrived in her car. We placed the bag in the car 

trunk. I thanked Ned and then we left. 

   When we arrived at our home, I asked my mother if I 

could invite two of my younger cousins over to sleep 

with me in the tent that night. She told me OK and I 

phoned Rick and Tom Bragg, who lived a few miles away. 

They arrived and we set up the tent in the field behind 

my home. 

   It was fun that night but kind of boring. We decided we 

needed to tent out in an exotic place, like the woods. I 

finally convinced my mother that we would be OK 

tenting near Yeaton’s Brook, which was about a half mile 

away. 

   We gathered our supplies: the tent, a gallon insulated 

ug of Kool-Aid and three plastic cups. We placed several 

Hershey bars and homemade cupcakes in a papwe bag. 

We got two flashlightsmand my Red Ryder BB gun, just 

in case we had to defend ourselves against dangerous 

forst creatures. 

 It seemed I was forgetting something, but I could not 

remember what it was. We put the things in my 

mother’s car  and she drove us the half mile to Yeaton’s 

Brook. 

   We got our supplies from my mother’s car and entered 

the woods. We had walked in the woods about 50 steps 

when we saw something black hopping ahead of us. It 

was a crow. Rick ran and caught it. 

   We realized one of its wings was injured and it could 

not fly. I decided we would take it with us, and I would 

bring it home after our night of tenting. I knew my 

mother could nurse it back to good health. We could not 

leave it in the woods to be caught by a fox or a hawk, 

   After we walked into the woods a couple hundred 

more feet, we came to a clearing beside the brook. I had 

found the clearing a few weeks earlier while I was hiking. 

We pitched the tent, and it was then I remembered the 

item I had forgotten to bring: a hammer to pound the 

tent stakes into the ground. But a rock worked just as 

well. 

   While we were waiting for night to arrive, we waded in 

the brook and tried to catch the brook trout with our 

bare hands – very unsuccessfully. 

   The sun went down, the full moon and stars came out, 

and we went into the tent. We talked about a few things 

such as “awful” school beginning soon. Then I ask Rick 

and Tom, “Would you like to hear some ghost stories 

our grandfather use to tell me?” After their hesitant yes, 

I proceeded to tell them stories. They listened intently 

and a little more fearfully with each story. 

   Then a sound came through the night. Tom looked at 

me with wide eyes. “What’s that?” he whispered. 

   “Just an old hoot owl,” I reassured him. 

We decided to take a break from ghost stories and have 

a Hershey bar and Kool-Aid. We went outside the tent 

and were sitting at the edge of the brook, eating and 

drinking, when a new sound came through the night – a 

scary, screeching sound. Rick dropped his cup. “Was that 

a woman screaming?” he asked.  

   “No,” I quietly answered. “I think it’s a bobcat. We’d 

better get in the tent.” 

   We jumped up and went into the tent just as the 

injured crow came hopping out past the opening tent 

flap. I grabbed the crow and brought him back into the 

tent. We sat in the tent in silence as the scream came 

again, this time much closer. Rick grasped my Re Ryder 

BB gun and declared “With this gun, we’ll be safe,” but I 

knew a BB gun would be useless against a bobcat. 

   “Do bobcats attack people?” Tom inquired. 

   “I have never heard of an attack,“ I told him. “But 

there is always a first time.” It was not a very wise thing 

to say in our situation. 

   “Maybe if we throw the crow outside, the bobcat will 

grab him and leave us alone.” But we can’t do that, he 

quickly added. 

   We waited for another scream. It did not come. 

Instead came the sounds of raindrops spattering onto 

the tent with the wind blowing. The rain fell harder and 

the wind blew stronger and the tent started to sway. I 

kept hoping it would not blow away and leave us out in 

the rain. It held. 

   The rain stopped as quickly as it had begun, the wind 

ceased, and it seemed like the bobcat was gone. I 

opened the tent flap. The moon was shining again. 

   We went outside the tent and stood near the brook. 

“This is a lot different than tenting in the field,” I told the 

guys. They agreed. 

   After a while, we went into the tent and somehow fell 

asleep. We awoke in the morning to sunshine and 

songbirds. We took down the tent, gathered our things 

and the crow, and hiked to the road where my mother 

was to meet us at 10 a.m. 

She asked how our tenting was, Rick and told her all 

about it. I decided to name the crow after my favorite 

frontier hero, Jim Bowie. When we arrived at my home, I 

asked Rick and Tom if they wanted to stay over one 

more night. They said yes, but only if we tented in the 

field. (In a couple of weeks, we were back at Yeaton”s 

Brook, the bobcat incident forgotten.) 



   And Jim Bowie the crow? My mother had a lot of 

experience raising orphaned wild animals. She knew 

what to do. 

   Jim roosted in a spruce tree in our backyard. When I 

arrived home from school, he would come and greet me 

with a “Caw, caw!” He could fly a little, but he hopped 

mostly. 

   One September afternoon when I got off the school 

bus, Jim was noy there to meet me. I asked my mother 

where Jim was. She said there was a flock of crows in the 

oak trees the edge of the field. Jim had heard them and 

seen them; he’d hop around a little, then flapped his 

wings and flown out to them. Then they were gone. 

   I missed Jim, but he was with his own kind, and I was 

sure he was much happier. At least one good thing came 

out of the Night of Tenting.  

 

 
Bring your food donations or monetary 

donations to campout 

 

Tidbits from a RV Newsletter I get each week,,, 
LED Lights  

 

For those of us that have older rigs that didn't come 

from the factory with LED lights, we've all discovered 

that replacing factory bulbs with LED's can be an 

expensive undertaking... 

BUT!!!!!!!! 

I've discovered something rather amazing - the factory 

ceiling lights with the 18" fluorescent bulbs can now be 

replaced without breaking the bank....  

 

Of all places, Walmart is now carrying replacement 18" 

LED bulbs that simply replace the old bulbs.... No extra 

wiring required.... Simply remove the old fluorescent 

bulbs and put the new LED bulb in.... Stated life of bulbs 

is (are you ready for this) 50,000 hrs OR 44 yrs!!!!!! 

Now for the kicker - $8.00 per bulb!!!! 

They come in two flavors - soft white or daylight.... I 

tried them both and hated the soft white BUT love the 

daylight ones..... I replaced all fluorescent bulb and am 

more than pleased with the results....  

Things I've learned traveling in rural America  

Most small towns feature a sign with what looks like an 

architect's rendering of an envelope to direct you to 

their post office. When you get there, the post office will 

be closed. 

 

When you need gasoline, buy it where you find it. Suck 

up the cost of an extra couple of bucks. Buy gasoline 

when you need it.  

 

Gasoline corollary: If a gas station can accommodate 

your 36 foot long RV and you can execute an exit from 

the available pumps, gas up your RV. 

 

If you are looking for a quick stop for fast, good food, 

keep driving. 

 

Any parking space you choose will have someone in an 

immediately adjacent space come to enter or exit their 

car. They will take forever to accomplish this, 

imprisoning you and/or your passenger in your vehicle 

as you are unable to open a door to exit. 

 

After moving to the left to accommodate traffic merging 

from a freeway entrance, any further attempt to return 

to the right traffic lane will be blocked by drivers passing 

you on the right. They will then move to your lane 

directly in front of you and slow down. 

 

When you really need cell phone service, it won't be 

available. If you kinda want cell phone service, but it's 

not all that important, it won't be available. 

 

When you want Wi-Fi service, a network will be 

available, but the password you have been given will not 

work. If perchance the password works, the bandwidth 

available to you will deliver a white screen and a promise 

for more, shilled by an endlessly spinning daisy. 

 

People you know will appreciate post cards. (See first 

lesson above) 

 

There are so many hay bales dotting the landscape in 

the Midwest that they are visible from space. 

 

These same images from space show no active human 

enterprise engaged in baling hay. Anywhere. In any 

direction. 

 



Your credit cards will be hacked. 

 

Your will want to wash your car. Forget it; you can't. 

 

If you do find an opportunity to wash your car, upon 

exiting the car wash a dust devil will epoxy airborne dirt 

to your car's still damp finish. Your car will be 

indistinguishable from an undercover cop's tan 1979 

Ford. 

 

You cannot break a $100 dollar bill at a bank or a credit 

union. They have deemed it too risky. 

 

Safeway will break your $100 bill.  

 

Happy travels! Maybe I'll see you down the road. ....  

All about me parking  

 
I have seen some real inconsiderate parking in my days, 

but his guy takes it to a new level. Not only did he park 

in the middle of a left hand turn lane, but then went to 

McDonalds for food. Then took his dog out before 

moving on. Oh but wait, he had his hazards on, so that 

must have made it ok.  There was ample semi 

parking places both at McDonalds and the truck stop 

kitty corner from McDonalds. He was not broken down.  

   

__________________  
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September 2018

   The Rovin’ Texans met at Gulf Coast RV on Aug 10, 

2018. The meeting was called to order by President, 

Mike Eubanks.  Bob Frazier lead the group in an opening 

prayer followed by the Pledge of Allegiance lead by 

Wayne Givens. 

  Roll Call was done by Suzie Eubanks.  Members present 

were Wendell and Barbara Craig, Freeman and Joan 

Douglas, Mike and Suzie Eubanks, Bob and Doneane 

Frazier, Wayne and Elsie Givens, Robert and Pam Harvey, 

Bill and Jeanette Kingsley, and Jim and Gloria Montross. 

  Suzie Eubanks read minutes of the July, 2018 meeting.  

There were no corrections and they were accepted as 

read. 

There was no Treasurers report. 

  Sunshine Girl, Joan Douglas reported Pam Harvey was 

out of her foot boot, Delbert Ashcraft had some blood 

count problems, Pam Lund is still having some a fib 

problems and still testing for other problems and Peggy 

Humphrey had serious food poisoning while on trip to 

Chicago. 

  We had no new grandchildren this month. 

  WagonMaster, Bob Frazier reported we had 8 rigs and 

1 drive-in on Friday.  He asked that any campers who 

cancel their reservation with RV Park to please call him 

also as he must give head count to hostess for Friday 

night food.  He also advised to please take note of next 

month’s Campout dates.  The Campout is a week earlier 

than usual because of our “field trip” to Canton later in 

the month.  

  Mike Eubanks asked for Committee Reports.  The 

committee for the Mini Rally fundraiser suggestions had 

not met, so no report. 

  Robert Harvey gave some Safety Topics in regard to 

hydro-plaining in wet weather. 

  The revised copy of our Standing Rules was sent to all 

members with the Newsletter for last month.  Bill 

Kingsley brought up the fact that our Standing Rules 

were in place long before the State Bi-Laws.  After some 

discussion in regard to changing alcohol rules, Jim 

Montross made a motion to leave as is and Jeannette 

Kingsley seconded the motion and motion passed.  

There was also some discussion about the devotional.  It 

was decided that a devotional volunteer each month 

would take care of the devotional...not necessarily the 

hosts.  Also, the Saturday night snack was deleted.  Elsie 

Givens made a motion to accept these changes as all 

other changes had been previously voted on.  Jim 

Montross seconded the motion.  A vote was taken and 

passed to accept updated Standing Rules. 

  Everyone expressed thanks to the Frazier’s, Montross, 
and Eubanks for wonderful Friday evening meal.  GREAT 

GUMBO!  

    Jeanette Kingsley made a motion to adjourn and Elsie 

Givens seconded the motion.  Meeting adjourned.Gloria 

Montross gave our devotional after potluck dinner.  

September Birthdays  

9-01 – Lola Halbert 

9-01 – Dick Giroux  

9-16 – Debbie Parker   

9-21 – Olan Halbert  

9-29 – Dick Giroux 

September Anniversaries 

9-07 – Barbara & Wendell Craig  … 61 years 

September Camp Out will be September 6-8, at A+ Motel 

& RV in Sulfur, LA. The hostesses are the Ashcraft’s and 
Humphrey.        

Cows and Brothers 
https://www.goodolddaysmagazine.com/featured_story.php 

He couldn't trust either of them! 

By David Schnipke 

  



 
I grew up on a farm in rural northwest Ohio, the sixth of 

nine children. My mom's dad originally owned the 

property, which was a challenge to farm because of the 

hard clay soil. My dad wisely added livestock to the mix 

to help pay the bills and put food on the table. 

We kids were given chores at an early age, and we were 

expected to do them, no questions asked. For the eight 

of us boys, our duties included milking, feeding and 

pasturing the cows on a daily basis. We mostly enjoyed 

this job. We loved all of our animals; we named them 

and we got to know their personalities. 

I often tagged along behind my brother Frank, who was 

two years older than me. Whatever he did, I wanted to 

do, whether I was old enough or big enough to do it or 

not. We worked, played and got into trouble together. 

He was my best friend, but I learned at a young age that 

he wasn't always to be trusted. 

Frank had trained one of our cows, Daisy, to let him ride 

on her back. I begged him to let me ride the cow too, 

and one day when we were supposed to be leading the 

cows out to pasture, he relented. "Go ahead and climb 

on," he urged me. "I'll jump on behind you." That made 

me feel confident enough to give it a try, despite the 

nervous look in the cow's eyes and ornery look in my 

brother's eyes. 

I struggled onto the back of the huge bovine, but she 

immediately sensed an inexperienced rider, and off she 

went, running at breakneck speed with a 5-year-old 

hanging on for dear life! 

Frank ran behind us, yelling for the cow to "Whoa!" and 

trying desperately to catch up to us. He was regretting 

his decision to let me ride her, if only because he feared 

the punishment from Mom and Dad if I got hurt. 

Daisy ran through the barnyard and across the road to 

the pasture she was familiar with and finally slowed to a 

halt. I slid off her back, wide-eyed and shaken, but 

unhurt. I vowed to never ride that cow again, no matter 

what my brother said. Once was enough! 

Riding calves was a different story. I still liked to do that -

- they were smaller and safer than those big cows. When 

we had calves on the farm, Frank thought it was fun to 

train them to follow him. He would fill his pockets with 

apples and feed one to a calf, leading it around as he fed 

it, little by little. 

Often when I was riding on the back of a calf, Frank 

would produce an apple to entice the calf and then start 

running, with me once again hanging on for dear life as 

the calf took off after him. I usually ended up on the 

ground with an injured behind and an even more injured 

sense of pride. 

As I got a bit older, I found a way to get back at Frank. 

Whenever we played tag in the barnyard, all I had to do 

was scramble up the beams in the hayloft to get away 

from him. This strategy ensured my success; Frank might 

have been unafraid of cows, but he was deathly afraid of 

heights. 

 

  
Bring your food donations or monetary 

donations to campout 

 

Five Ways To Maintain Your Water Supply While Boondocking 

In Your RV 

By Janessa Miller Camping, Food, Full-Timing, Living, Quick 

Tips  

Maintaining your water supply while boondocking is difficult. 

Here are a few tips to ensure you have enough water for long 

trips in the wild!  

  My husband and I live on the road full time in a 17-foot 

Casita Travel Trailer, and whenever possible we enjoy 

boondocking away from society, electric hookups, and water 

sources. It’s by far our favorite way to camp, but learning how 
to maintain enough water on the road has been a process. 

 
  I never realized how much water I use on a daily basis. 

Whether washing dishes, taking a shower, washing my hands, 

or the countless other ways that we use water in daily life, the 



need for conservation forced me to understand just how 

much water I was wasting. 

  If you camp in the desert—in places like southern California, 

Nevada, or Arizona, for example—there are reminders 

everywhere that water is precious, and everyone who has it 

at their fingertips is immensely fortunate. 

  The tank in our 1996 Casita Spirit Deluxe holds 13 gallons of 

water at a time. Many RVs hold larger amounts of water, 

some (particularly vans) hold much less. However much water 

your RV water tank holds, it’s usually the primary source of 
water while living in an RV. 

  The best way to judge how long your tank will last while 

boondocking is to go on a camping trip without hooking into 

water. Go about your daily life and see how long it lasts. 

Be sure to:  Check the tank’s water levels frequently 

  Learn to adjust your water usage to conserve more 

appropriately 

  After you’ve gone through your full tank, you’ll have an idea 

of how long it will last boondocking. If you have a huge tank 

that doesn’t run out, then lucky you! You’re all set. 
  However, that’s not the case for many RVers. So, for those 

of us with smaller tanks, there are a few options below that 

should be helpful for extending our water supply while 

boondocking. 

Bring extra water jugs 

  One of the easiest remedies for a lack of water is quite 

simple. Buy water jugs! 

  My husband and I picked up two 7-gallon jugs at a Wal-Mart 

for $15. They’re totally inexpensive and have more than 

doubled our water supply, taking us from 13 gallons to 27. 

  Another great bonus is that they’re easy to transport, and 
we’re often able to fill up a jug before we’re able to fill up the 
RV again. They can ride along for a trip to town when you 

leave the RV parked back in the boonies, for example. 

  When our RV water tank gets empty, we use a funnel and 

pour the water from the jug right into the tank fill-up. 

  We also use the jugs frequently outside. They have doubled 

for drinking cans, hand washing stations, hair washing 

stations, and food prep assistants many times. 

  For storage, the jugs can ride either in the back of our Jeep, 

sitting on the floor of our bathroom, or sometimes they rest 

just inside the door of the RV until we arrive at our 

destination. Figure out what works best for your rig, you 

definitely won’t regret the extra water supply! 
Make conserving water a habit 

  Even with the extra water jugs, we like to go a few weeks 

between water fill-ups whenever possible, so conservation is 

top priority. 

  The biggest consumers of our water supply are usually, 1) 

dishes, 2) showers, 3) boiling water for coffee/tea. 

Dishwashing 

  I have used various methods for conservation while 

dishwashing. One option is to use two dishpans (or your sink, 

depending on the rig), filling one with soapy water, and a 

second with rinsing water. I find that this still uses a fair 

amount of water. 

I’ve taken to using a European method of filling a sponge with 

soap and scrubbing each dish individually with that sponge 

outside of water, then rinsing each dish under the faucet. If 

you’d like to conserve even more water, fill a shallow dishpan 
with the rinse water instead. 

Showers 

We’ve found another European method conserves the most 

water showering. Rather than standing under the constantly 

running water throughout the entire shower as most 

Americans do, we now turn the water on and off throughout 

the shower: 

Turn on the water, rinse. Turn the water off, scrub. Turn on 

the water, rinse again. Shower done! 

Buying a shut-off valve is a huge help in conservation, as it 

keeps the water temperature exactly where you set it, and 

you can easily turn the water on and off without trying to find 

a good temperature every time. 

Use natural water sources, like lakes, rivers, and streams 

  The very best way to conserve water is to make use of the 

great nature surrounding us! While this method doesn’t work 
if you are in a desert, it’s a great option in many remote 
locations. 

  With some biodegradable soaps and shampoos, secluded 

lakes, rivers, and streams become perfect places for showers 

or dishwashing. 

  Learning to brave a frigid, cold spring tucked deep in the 

woods is an exhilarating, adventurous feeling. No matter how 

hard it is to get into water like that, you will always feel great 

when you come back out again! 

  Using natural water sources like this means that the water in 

your RV will last for a longer period of time. Plus, you can 

bring along a portable water jug and fill it up for later. 

Stay a night in a campground 

  This tip is only necessary for RVers on an extended trip or 

those who live on the road full time. 

  While we rarely spend a night in a campground, many 

campgrounds have their sewer dumping stations available for 

a small fee, and we often make use of this to dump our gray 

water and refill water tanks and jugs in the process. 

  In addition, many campgrounds also have their showers 

available for another small fee, if you are feeling the need for 

a long shower with endless hot water. 

It’s best to check beforehand on prices, as staying in the 
campground for a night could end up being only a few dollars 

more than the other fees combined. If the cost is nearly the 

same, it might be worth spending a night in the campground 

to reboot for your next boondocking adventure! 

Buy drinking water 

  A final way to help conserve the water needed for other 

things is to buy the water that you drink. 

  We keep our drinking water in separate, smaller water jugs 

inside of our RV. It’s an easy way to ensure that our drinking 
water is always clean and safe. 

  Sometimes we refill the jugs, and sometimes we stock up at 

a grocery store and buy new ones. If we’re running low on 



water and know we can’t fill up for a while, we usually buy 
the drinking water to extend the supply. 

  What are your tips and tricks for conserving water while on 

the road and boondocking?  
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October 2018

   The Rovin’ Texans cancelled their September Campout 

planned for September 6-8, at A+ Motel & RV in Sulfur, 

LA. The uncertainty of the impact of Hurricane Gordon 

was the reason for the cancellation. 

   Wanting to have a camping experience without 

uncertainty, several Rovin’ Texans met at Coushatte RV 
Ranch in Bellville, Texas, September 6-8. No business 

was conducted but a whole lot of socializing took place.      

   Present were Mike and Suzie Eubanks, Wayne and Elsie 

Givens, Julia and Richard Bauman, Peggy and Dennis 

Humphrey and John Martine (Lynn Martine was on a 

sewing retreat in San Antonio).   

  Friday evening everyone went to Tony’s in Sealy for 
supper and then took a tour of Julia and Richard’s home 

in Sealy. They both were proud as peacocks to show off 

their home improvements of the last year and a half. 

 
   All available time Thursday, Friday afternoon, the 

evening following supper at Tony’s and all-day Saturday 

was spent playing various games and getting caught up 

on all things relevant. 

  
 

 
 

  
Mike and Dennis and Wayne whipped up an awesome 

Friday morning breakfast and Mike grilled hamburgers at 



his rig for Saturday evening dinner. (Sorry, didn’t take a 
photo, I was too busy stuffing my face.)  

October Birthdays  

10-13 – Doneane Frazier  

10-17 – Suzie Eubanks   

10-19 – Jeane Wyrick   

10-26 – Wayne Givens  

10-27 – Peggy DuVall  

October Anniversaries 

10-10 – Joan & Freeman Douglas  … 26 years 

10-23 – Pat & Dick Walther             … 64 years!! 

10-24 – Debbie & Ron Parker   … 38 years 

October Camp Out will be October 11-13, at Magnolia RV 

in Goodrich, TX. The hostesses are the Kingsleys and 

Waits.        

 

  
Bring your food donations or monetary 

donations to the campouts 

 
Interesting subject matter from IRV2, a RV newsletter 
http://www.irv2.com/forums/f84/wrong-site-told-to-move-

412139.html?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email  

 

Wrong site, told to move!  

 

Interesting story…. 
   Earlier this year, we had pulled into a private campground 

around 4:00 in the afternoon and checked in. Along with a 

nice map with our spot # circled, the nice gal with the golf 

cart took us to our spot. The spot number at the site was the 

same as the one on our campground map and receipt.  

   About two hours later, a different gal knocks on the door 

and said we were in the wrong spot and that spot had been 

reserved and we'd have to move our coach immediately. I 

told her we were in the spot we paid for, the spot we were 

directed to, and the spot on our receipt and campground 

map, how could we be in the wrong spot?  

    She said it didn't matter how we got into the "wrong spot", 

we had to move immediately!  

   I told her that we wouldn't have a problem moving in the 

morning, but I had had a couple of glasses of wine and had no 

intention of driving my coach after drinking. 

   She told me that if I didn't move my coach immediately they 

would call the police! (really? kind of an escalation, isn't 

that?) 

 

   I told her politely that she could do whatever she thought 

she had to do, but when the officer showed up, I would 

produce my paperwork, point to the site # explain the 

situation to him/her and that I made it a rule never to drink 

and drive, but that the campground management was 

demanding that I get behind the wheel of a 27,000 RV and 

drive it while legally impaired . . . .  

   I then asked her who she thought the officer would side 

with? 

   She left. . . . Guess what? We stayed in our spot. The next 

morning, I went to the office and asked them what spot they 

wanted us to move to. Their reply? "What are you talking 

about?" 

   Go figure! We stayed there for the next 4 days and no one 

ever said another word. . . . 

 

The Town You Need to Visit In The Mountains Of Wyoming 

By Rick Stedman - The 19th Hole http://rvlife.com/wyoming-laramie-

golf/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email  

   The first thing you’ll notice about Laramie, Wyoming – 

besides the surrounding natural beauty – is the crisp and thin 

air. 

   Situated at 7,220 feet of elevation, Laramie is located on a 

high plain between two mountain ranges: The Snowy Range 

and Laramie Range. This is a great destination for outdoor 

enthusiasts. 

   Not only will the golf ball fly a little farther, visitors are 

reminded to drink extra water in higher elevations, especially 

if you are walking Jacoby Golf Course. 

   Owned and operated by the University of Wyoming, the 

course measures 6,855 yards from the tips, and serves as the 

home course for the university men’s and women’s golf 
teams. Picturesque Jacoby Golf Course is one of only 71 

courses in the state, and certainly worth experiencing. 

   
   Just a few miles away, RVers can camp at Albany County 

Fairgrounds. The comfortable campground offers 26 sites and 

features full hook up facilities and big rig access. A note to 

visitors: The campground is completely full during a 10-day 

stretch in August when the annual fair is in swing. 

   Tucked into the southeast corner of the state, Laramie 

offers plenty of attractions. While visiting, be sure to explore 



the University of Wyoming, where many activities and 

offerings are available. 

   This beautiful campus is a relaxing place to take a stroll. It 

does offer an interesting geological museum as well as the 

UW art museum. Don’t miss a visit to the Wyoming Territorial 

Prison State Historic Site. Notorious bank and train robber 

Butch Cassidy, aka Robert Leroy Parker, spent some time as a 

guest here when he was a young man. 

   Visitors can spend an entire day exploring the charming old 

west town of Laramie. The vibrant downtown area is teeming 

with many retailers and restaurants. Downtown Laramie has a 

great place to view passing trains from its crosswalk over the 

active train yard. 

   Located right next to downtown, the trains are an integral 

part of the landscape and local culture. Businesses in the 

downtown area include western wear stores, outfitters, a 

wonderful bookstore for both new and used books, and lots 

of restaurants and coffee shops. Parking in Laramie is a 

breeze. 

 
Homeless in RV, or "Full-timer?  

http://www.irv2.com/forums/f92/homeless-in-rv-or-full-timer-

409981.html?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email  

What's the difference? A city in California is going to be 

providing free waste dumps for "homeless in RV". The 

reasoning is that it is cheaper than cleaning up the waste 

currently dumped in the street. 

That makes fiscal sense, and I don't have a problem with it, 

but I don't understand the difference between homeless and 

full-time in an RV. 

Add This Scenic Recreation Area To Your Bucket List 
http://rvlife.com/curecanti-colorado/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email  

   Located between Gunnison and Montrose in Western 

Colorado, the Curecanti National Recreation Area contains 

over 43,000 acres of land, three reservoirs, plenty of 

backcountry exploring, and multiple developed campgrounds. 

 

Sagebrush in bloom at the Elk Creek Campground  

 

   A variety of activities can be enjoyed here, including fishing, 

hunting, boating, and hiking.  Gorgeous open vistas and 

canyonlands along the Gunnison River show off the beauty of 

Colorado’s high mesa country.  Some facilities include horse 

corrals for equestrian visitors. 

   Blue Mesa Reservoir is the largest body of water in Colorado 

holding 940,800 acre-feet of water within its 96 miles of 

shoreline.  Much of the shoreline is not accessible by road, 

providing plenty of private fishing space. 

   The Blue Mesa dam was the first to be built in 1966 as a 

hydroelectric power source.  Boat launches are available at 

Riverway, Stevens Creek, Iola, Elk Creek, Lake Fork, and 

Ponderosa.  Because of the altitude and deep water of the 

reservoirs, the water temperature tends to be on the cool 

side, so water sports like windsurfing or water skiing may 

warrant using wetsuits. 

 
Morrow Point Reservoir and Curecanti Needle  

   Morrow Point Reservoir was also built for hydroelectric 

power in 1968.  It contains 117,190 acre-feet of water and is 

located just west of the Blue Mesa Dam.  Morrow Point is 

narrow with steep canyon sides, quite different than the open 

waters of Blue Mesa Reservoir. 

   National Park Service rangers offer an informative boat tour 

on Morrow Point that is a highlight for visitors to Curecanti.  

The boat tour visits beautiful waterfalls, has wildlife viewing 

opportunities, and explores the geologic and archeological 

history of the Curecanti area.  Reservations are required. 

   Crystal Reservoir is a remote body of water deep in 

Cimarron Canyon just before the Black Canyon of the 

Gunnison.  Much smaller than the other two reservoirs, 

Crystal Reservoir is only accessible by a trail from the north 

side of the Recreation Area and offers serenity of the remote 

wilderness. 

 
Stevens Creek Campground  

 



   

  

The dramatic pinnacles visible from much of the area are 

testament to the volcanic activity 30 million years ago that 

formed much of the geologic history of Curecanti.  Large fault 

systems and erosion have worked the landscape over the 

millennia to what it is today. 

 
   The Curecanti Needle on the south shore of the Morrow 

Point Reservoir rises over 700 feet from the surrounding 

terrain and has been a notable landmark for travelers 

throughout US history. 

   There is a rich archeological presence at Curecanti, with 

cultural sites dating back 6,000 years.  Additionally, there 

have been recent fossil discoveries within the rocks at Blue 

Mesa Reservoir. 

   Eight of the ten campgrounds within Curecanti National 

Recreation Area offer RV spots.  Only the Elk Creek 

campground offers electric hookups in its 160 sites. 

   Curecanti Recreation Area is the gateway to Black Canyon of 

the Gunnison National Park, which is located about an hour 

west. 

The Scenic Autumn Drive You Need To Take This 

Season 
http://rvlife.com/scenic-fall-drive/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email  

   Fall is just around the corner and one of the joys of camping 

this time of year is the splendor of autumn colors that will 

soon be on display. 

   While I hear the fall colors in New England are legendary, I 

can’t imagine they can be much more spectacular than in the 
western states, especially when they are displayed against a 

mountainous backdrop. 

   One such location is the Nebo Mountain Scenic Byway. 

While the byway is worth taking any time of the year, it 

becomes even more jaw-dropping when the leaves begin to 

turn. 

 

 
The Nebo Mountain Scenic Byway is a beautiful drive during 

the fall. 

   The byway traverses Utah’s Uinta National Forest between 
the cities of Nephi and Payson. The all-paved road climbs to 

over 9,000 feet in elevation while providing breathtaking 

views of the Wasatch Mountains, Utah Valley, and its 

namesake 11,928-foot Mount Nebo, the tallest mountain in 

the Wasatch Range. 

   Don’t forget your camera as there are many scenic 
overlooks, opportunities to view wildlife, and of course 

brilliant fall foliage. 
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November 2018

   The Rovin’ Texans met at Magnolia RV Park in 

Goodrich, TX on October 13, 2018. 

   The meeting was called to order by President Mike 

Eubanks. Richard Bauman opened the meeting with a 

prayer followed by the Pledge of Allegiance lead by Wayne 

Givens. 

   Roll call was done by Suzie Eubanks. Members in 

attendance were Richard and Julia Bauman, Wendell and 

Barbara Craig, Freeman and Joan Douglas, Mike and Suzie 

Eubanks, Bob and Doneane Frazier, Wayne and Elsie Givens, 

Robert and Pam Harvey, Dennis and Peggy Humphrey, Jim 

and Gloria Montross, Harry and Barbara Robbins, and Calvin 

and Olga Waits. Visiting, were Keith and Sarah Cravens and 

their granddaughter, Janie Cook. 

   Suzie read the minutes of the August 11, 2018 meeting. 

We did not meet in September as a tropical storm was 

expected close to our meeting place. 

   Treasurer Julia Bauman, presented the Treasury Report.     

After a discussion it was decided that we will make a 

monetary donation to the food bank in lieu of bringing can 

goods to the meeting. 

   Sunshine Girl, Joan Douglas reported that Pam Lund had 

surgery and was recovering. Richard Prince had a heart 

catheter and is doing well. Harry Robbins reported on his 

health status. Additionally, Peggy Duvall is having dialysis 

weekly. Elsie Givens’ brother-in-law passed away. Bill 

Kingsley’s brother, Jack Kingsley passed and Bill is still 

dealing with kidney stones issues. The Ashcraft’s daughter 

cancer has comeback. Dick Walthers and Johnny Muyres 

are dealing with health issues. Please keep all our members 

in your prayers. 

   Wagonmaster Bob Frazier reported that we had 10 rigs 

and 3 drive-ins present. Bob also reported that those who 

attended the Canton Trade Days fieldtrip had fun.  He also 

reminder all that the Christmas Party campout is December 

6-8. 

Richard Bauman reported that they had a new grandson, 

Theodore Bauman. Harry Robbins proudly reported that 

their grandson is 8th in his class at Memorial High School. 

Harry and Barbara Robbins, charter members, reported 

that in October the Rovin' Texans celebrate their 39th 

anniversary. 

   Wayne Givens discussed a safety issue regarding tire 

blowouts. He said to be sure to check the brakes after a 

blowout before getting on the road. 

  We had no Old Business. Under New Business our new 

slate of officers for 2019 was presented.  

PRESIDENT: Richard Bauman 

1st VICE PRESIDENT: Mike Eubanks 

2ndVICE PRESIDENT: Bob Frazier 

SECRETARY: Doneane Frazier 

WAGONMASTER: Dennis Humphrey 

ASST WAGONMASTER: Wayne Givens 

TREASURER: Lynn Martine  

ASST TREASURER: Julia Means 

  Many thanks to the Waits and Kingsleys for a wonderful 

Sloppy Joes dinner. It was great! Thanks to all who helped 

with the Friday morning Pancake Breakfast. A big THANKS 

also to Robert Harvey for Saturday morning donuts. 

  Our meeting in November is at Rayford Crossing.  

  Potluck was at 5:30; Bob Frazier giving the devotional 

after dinner. 

   Robert Harvey moved to adjourn and Dennis Humphrey 

seconded the motion.  

November Birthdays  

11-07 – Jeanette Kingsley  

11-17 – Bill Kingsley   

11-28 – Elsie Givens  

11-28 – Richard Bauman  

November Anniversaries -- none 

November Camp Out will be November 8-10 at Rayford 

Crossing. The Craigs and Harveys will be hosting.  

 

Bring your monetary donations for the food 

pantry to the campouts. 



The Ornament 

Watching her make the glittery masterpiece capped off an 

exciting day. 
https://www.goodolddaysmagazine.com/featured_story.php  

By Lewis Kocher 

 
  It was the Christmas season of 1963. Mom had been making 

cookies for a few days, baking them with our "help" before 

putting them on newspapers on the old folding card table to 

cool, then putting them into round potato chip boxes as she 

added a sheet of waxed paper to separate each layer. For 

days the Christmas cookie smells hung heavy in the air: 

chocolate crinkles; cutouts with their flavored frostings of 

peppermint, vanilla and brandy; three-striped Neapolitans; 

and Russian tea cakes. There was even the sweet anise smell 

of homemade pizzelles. And on this particular day, she told us 

there was one more batch to make in the evening, but first 

we would have a special treat in the morning: an outing. 

  We were excited with wonder. Where were we going? This 

holiday season, our truck-driving father was home instead of 

on the road, and even he was showing signs of having 

something exciting up his sleeve. Mom had us all dressed up, 

which meant that this would not be our typical trip -- for 

example, a trip to visit relatives. 

  We all piled into the car, and about a half hour later, we 

found ourselves pulling into the Sears parking lot in 

downtown Erie, Pa. Sears! Wow! We had never been there 

before! 

  In our minds, Sears was for rich people, and nothing that we 

saw when we entered dispelled that belief. There were ladies 

with fur coats and heavy makeup; in fact, Mom had put on 

her best red lipstick in the car, closing her mouth over an old 

envelope a few times to dab off the extra. There were 

escalators and music in the air and ringing bells -- and Santa 

Claus! What? We came to visit Santa? Heaven! 

  We got in line in the garden center, and it wasn’t long before 
we realized why Dad was so excited. Yep. He sat on Santa’s 
lap and had his picture taken too. Santa just rolled his eyes, 

gave Dad a candy cane for being a "good little boy," and then 

gave each of us kids a turn. 

  For us, Santa reached into two big, white canvas sacks. One 

contained candy canes, and the other contained plastic rings 

with Christmas images. Mine had Rudolph, complete with a 

red foil nose, and I could not have been happier. Rudolph was 

my Christmas hero, and most nights this season I had Mom 

read to me about him out of my Little Golden Book. 

  I don’t really remember much more about the Sears visit, 
but I am sure our parents shopped around a bit or at least 

looked around a little before we headed home. It had been 

snowy for a few days, so when we got home, we kids changed 

into our playclothes, boots, mittens and coats before heading 

outside. Mom got things ready for the evening’s baking. 
  We were lucky enough to have a sledding hill in our 

backyard, and we shared two sleds among us. Well, OK, one 

sled and one red plastic toy motorcycle. I had gotten it for 

Christmas three years earlier, and we loved to ride it down 

the hill, summer or winter. 

  Far too soon the call came to head inside. Normally we 

objected, but we were making more cookies tonight and we 

couldn’t wait. One more night of cooking smells and licking 
the bowls! 

  Yet, when she was done with her baking, Mom didn’t put the 
card table away after the cookies had cooled on those 

newspapers. Instead, she cleared away the cookies, adding 

them to their earlier companions in the potato chip 

containers, and flipped the Firestone Christmas record on the 

record player. As side B and its glorious recording of The 

Hallelujah Chorus crackled out, she sat down at the card table 

with a pencil, some scissors, cardboard, glue and glitter. 

  Glitter? I was fascinated! I had already been given a Kenner 

Mr. Magoo Sparkle Paints set, and to my young eyes, each 

sparkle was the purest magic. And now here was Mom, 

working with glitter! Chin in my hands, elbows on the table, I 

stood and watched as Mom made a wonderful ornament out 

of cardboard and glitter: Mary and Baby Jesus, in the style of 

a church window. 

  The memory of watching Mom make that beautiful 

ornament is as clear today as it was on that chilly evening 

more than 50 years ago. Each Christmas when she brought it 

out and hung it on the tree, my eyes glowed with wonder as I 

watched the lights shimmer across her magical stained-glass 

window. 

  When I got older and left the house to start my own life, 

Mom gave me that ornament. I cannot describe the 

emotional overload of receiving such a precious gift. My mind 

was instantly transported back to little 5-year-old me 

watching Mom make this incredible ornament. 

 

Dear Friends of the Good Old Days, 
  "Only five," I tell people who ask how many kids were in my 

family. Nowadays, folks raise an eyebrow when I say "only," 

but compared to my friends' families in the 1960s and early 

1970s, ours was the smallest clan! 

  Having a good measure of siblings meant having a good 

measure of sibling rivalry and general chaos in the household 

at all hours of the day and night. But it also meant never 



being without playmates, always having clothes (and a car) to 

borrow, and never lacking in conversation. 

  And there were lessons to be learned in a big family. We 

learned to share, wait our turn, make do and get along. We 

got accustomed to a tight budget, we all pitched in when 

there was work to be done, and we learned to accommodate 

one another when riding in a vehicle that was not really 

meant to hold seven. 

  One of the best things about being part of a big family was 

the heady hullabaloo of Christmas mornings. Santa did not go 

to the trouble of wrapping gifts for all of us. Instead, the gifts 

were simply stacked in individual piles with our names on top. 

That way, when we came rambling down the steps, we could 

instantly see the gifts we received and we had no reason to 

hesitate -- we could dive right in and enjoy what we always 

deemed a massive and miraculous windfall. 

  In reality, our parents usually had to "wheel and deal" to 

procure most of the modest presents we discovered under 

the tree, but our Christmas joy was never diminished by 

clearance tags or off-season finds. 

  We felt like the luckiest kids on earth. And so did many of 

the writers who contributed stories to this holiday issue.   

When they share their tales of life in a big family, or the music 

lessons that shaped their childhood, or those boisterous 

holiday gatherings and meager but meaningful Christmas 

mornings that are forever etched in their memories, they 

reflect the joy that is so ingrained in our Good Old Days. I 

hope you feel that same joy. 

 
 

Interesting subject matter from IRV2, a RV newsletter 
 

Camp Among Adorable Animals at These Charming 

Farms 

http://rvlife.com/rv-camping-on-farms/  

By Nikki Cleveland   

You may not be able to get up close with animals 

while camping in the wild but you can while staying on a 

quiet country farm. These five pastoral farms have their 

own RV campgrounds in addition to some unique 

amenities. 

1. Lazy Llama Campground, Tennessee 

The owners of this llama farm bought their neighboring 

property and renovated it into a quaint RV campground. 

They now have large pull-through sites with full hookups 

among their shady maple trees and roaming llamas. 

 

“Beautiful peaceful grounds, very large sites, activities 

with the Llamas and talented hosts.” Photo and caption 
via Instagram, @easygoingtravelers 

Every Saturday, they host a free wagon ride for campers 

(or $10 for adult visitors/$5 for kids). The ride will take 

you through their pastures and along the woodland 

trails where you can see baby llamas and other animals 

like emus and miniature donkeys. 

They also offer Storytelling Llama Hikes, including 

Spooky Llama Trails for Halloween. The farm additionally 

has free art classes on Saturdays, a large dog walk area, 

and easy access to nearby activities like golfing, 

whitewater rafting, and hiking in Great Smoky 

Mountains National Park. 

2. Flat Creek Farms, Texas 

Flat Creek Farms is a family-owned and operated farm in 

Central Texas, midway between Dallas and Austin. 

Originally, they were only a farm and event venue, but 

they have since added a campground for visitors to stay 

among their cows, chickens, goats, sheep, and fish. 

    
Flat Creek Farms. Photo via Facebook 



 

They have pull-through and back-in sites with full 

hookups as well as laundry facilities and showers. 

Anglers can cast a line in the creek or enjoy some catch-

and-release in any of their stocked ponds. 

3. Pleasant Acres Farm RV Resort, New Jersey 

Pleasant Acres in northern New Jersey has both RV sites 

and cabins/cottages for rent. They offer campsites with 

full hookups in addition to seasonal activities like horse-

drawn hayrides, baby animal petting, cow milking, and 

pig chases. 

Pleasant Acres Farm RV Resort. Photo via Facebook 

 

During the summer, you can also play some mini golf, 

swim in their Olympic-sized pool, or enjoy peace and 

quiet on their private fishing lake. They have farm animal 

pens throughout the park as well as a laundromat, 

convenience store, game room, dump station, and a 

propane fill station. 

4. Greenville Farm Family Campground, Virginia 

Greenville Farm is a 200-acre working farm with 43 

wooded acres devoted to peaceful rural camping. You 

can freely roam their farm to see the animals, or fish in 

their ponds stocked with bass, bluegill, and channel cats. 

Peaceful view at Greenville Farm Campground. Photo via 

TripAdvisor 

Their campsites include water & power hookups as well 

as access to their dump station, restrooms, and showers. 

They also have a swimming pool and kiddie pool, camp 

store, and laundry facilities. 

5. Gettysburg Farm RV Campground, Pennsylvania 

Gettysburg Farm Campground is a large working farm 

with horses, goats, sheep, alpacas, llamas, donkeys, and 

chickens. They have a petting zoo as well as hayrides and 

feed is available to purchase. 

Gettysburg Farm Campground. Photo via TripAdvisor 

Their pet-friendly campground has large grassy sites for 

RVs with full hookups. The sites also include access to 

their pool, laundry facilities, and clubhouse. 

 

 

This Remote Texas Resort Has An Amazing 

Golf Course & RV Park 
http://rvlife.com/texas-resort-golf/  

By Rick Stedman - The 19th Hole 1 Comment 

Tucked away in West Texas between Big Bend National Park 

and Big Bend State Park, Lajitas Golf Resortis the perfect 

setting for an away-from-it-all adventure. Set in the 

picturesque Chisos Mountain range, the 27,000-acre Texas 

resort parallels the Rio Grande and is famous for its solitude, 

natural beauty, and rugged desert environment. 

The resort’s unique destination is rich in Old West history. 
Lajitas Golf Resort includes Black Jack’s Crossing Golf Course 
and Maverick Ranch RV Park. Black Jack’s Crossing was 
designed by former PGA professional Lanny Wadkins, a World 

Golf Hall of Fame inductee, winner of the 1977 PGA 

Championship, and eight-time member of the U.S. Ryder Cup 

team. 

 



Black Jack’s Crossing 

This incredible track was named after U.S. Army General 

“Black Jack” Pershing who pursued Pancho Villa across the Rio 
Grande. The par 72, 18-hole course stretches to 7,413 yards 

from the tips and combines historical features of the land 

with the stunning setting of Big Bend National Park. 

Several breathtaking holes set against spectacular mountain 

vistas make this course a true work of art. Visitors will also be 

impressed with Black Jack’s Crossing pro shop, which is 
located in the historic Lajitas Trading Post that was built in 

1899. The pro shop also houses the Longhorn Museum. 

Maverick Ranch RV Park offers 101 sites, with more than half 

pull-throughs. The pet-friendly park features full hook-ups, 

30/50 amp electrical, sewer, water, showers, restrooms, Wi-

Fi, a camp store, laundry facilities, recreational trails, and pool 

access. Additional features include cable TV access at 

available sites, a clubhouse, and a TV room. 

Maverick Ranch RV Park. Photo via TripAdvisor 

Resort activities plentiful 

  Guests of the Maverick Ranch RV Park enjoy all of Lajitas 

Golf Resort amenities and activities including the Agave Spa, 

Black Jack’s Crossing Golf Club, horseback trail rides, and 

various shooting activities. Try your hand at Five-Stand 

Sporting Clays, Three-Gun Combat Course, or the Cowboy 

Action Shoot. Mountain bike trails and a fitness center are 

also available to those staying at Maverick Ranch RV Park. 

Ziplining is another activity the resort offers, and it’s sure to 
get your blood pumping. Offering several varieties of zip line 

experiences, all tours are conducted in the appropriately-

named Quiet Canyon. There is also an equestrian 

center available at Lajitas Golf Resort. 

  After all that activity, you’re bound to build up an appetite. 
Several options are available at Lajitas. The main restaurant is 

Candelilla Café, where Tex-Mex was born. Enjoy breakfast, 

lunch, or dinner with panoramic views of the surrounding 

mountains and the golf course. 

  The Thirsty Goat is the local saloon where you are sure to 

find ice cold Lone Star beer! Featuring Old West charm and 

accented with leather sofas and chairs, it’s the perfect place 
to sit back and enjoy the food while listening to great live 

music! Also, Licha’s Bakery is a great place to grab a pastry 
and some coffee, and Lajitas General Store offers a little bit of 

everything. 

Area attractions 

  Just a few miles down the road from Lajitas Golf Resort is 

the quirky little ghost town of Terlingua. It’s not really a ghost 

town in the true sense, but it is quirky and worth a visit. The 

Starlight Theatre Restaurant and Saloon is the star attraction 

in town and offers pretty decent food and live entertainment. 

There’s also an annual chili cook-off in early November that 

attracts chili aficionados from far and wide. 

  When in West Texas, a visit to Big Bend National Park is also 

a must. Named for the prominent bend in the Rio Grande 

along the U.S.–Mexico border, this park encompasses a large 

and remote part of the Chihuahuan Desert. Its main 

attraction is backcountry recreation in the arid Chisos 

Mountains and in canyons along the river. 

Big Bend’s Sierra del Carmen – Credit NPS Photo Cookie Ballou 

  There are so many things to discover when visiting one of 

the country’s 60 National Parks, and Big Bend is no exception. 

From scenic drives to exploring the numerous ranger 

programs, Big Bend National Park is enormous in size and 

even larger in its offerings. 

  Many visitors enjoy exploring the backcountry, river rafting 

trips, day hikes, bicycling, and even visits across the border 

into Mexico at designated crossings of the Rio Grande. 

  There are also several very informative visitor centers 

throughout the park, as well as a Fossil Discovery Exhibit. 

Though interesting, the parking area at the exhibit is not 



recommended for RVs or trailers. Open from dawn to dusk, 

the Fossil Discovery Exhibit is located eight miles north of 

Panther Junction on the Persimmon Gap Entrance Road, 

Highway 385. 

  RV camping is available throughout Big Bend National Park. 

More details can be found on NPS.gov and on RV Park 

Reviews. 
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December 2018

  The Rovin' Texans met at Rayford Crossing on 

November 10, 2018.  The meeting was called to order by 

President, Mike Eubanks.   

  Mike introduced our visitors, Sarah and Keith Cravens.  

The Cravens expressed a desire to become members of 

our club. 

  Roll Call was done by Suzie Eubanks.  Members in 

attendance were Delbert and JoAnn Ashcraft, Richard 

and Julia Bauman, Wendell and Barbara Craig, Mike and 

Suzie Eubanks, Bob and Doneane Frazier, Robert and Pam 

Harvey, and Dennis and Peggy Humphrey. 

  Suzie Eubanks read the minutes of the October 13,2018 

meeting.  The minutes were accepted as read. 

  Julia Bauman gave the Treasurer's Report 

  Sunshine Girl, Joan Douglas, was not present.  She sent 

word that Elsie Givens had fallen again, Bill Kingsley is 

dealing with kidney stone and back problems, Peggy 

Duvall is doing dialysis and Robert Lund had a heart stint. 

  Wagonmaster, Bob Frazier reported that we had 6 rigs 

and 2 drive-ins this month.  He reported that we have 

our Christmas campout and party at Coushatte on 

December 6-8. 

  Barbara Craig reported for Jeanette Kingsley that the 

arrangements were made for our Christmas Dinner.  

Tonys Restaurant is catering the dinner.  She will need a 

headcount and payment for the meal which is $13 per 

person two weeks prior to the dinner.  Plans are to eat 

at 2:00. 

  Under Old Business Mike Eubanks reported the slate of 

new officers for 2019 which are PRESIDENT Richard 

Bauman; 1st VICE PRESIDENT, Mike Eubanks; 2nd VICE 

PRESIDENT, Bob Frazier, SECRETARY, Doneane Frazier; 

WAGONMASTER, Dennis Humphrey; ASST 

WAGONMASTER, Wayne Givens; TREASURER, Lynn 

Martine; and ASST TREASURER, Julia Bauman.  Wendell 

Craig made a motion to unanimously accept this slate of 

officers.  Delbert Ashcraft seconded the motion. 

  The Christmas Party was discussed.  All who want to 

exchange cards, bring them.  There is also an ornament 

exchange if you which to participate bring an ornament.  

Everyone is asked to bring items for the Silent Auction.  

The funds from this are for our club.  Also, each person 

is asked to bring a wrapped gift to be used for prizes for 

the games. 

  The Lola and Olan Halberts are collecting black shoes 

for the children in Progresso Mexico.  If you have black 

shoes to donate, please bring to the campout. 

  Under New Business Mike Eubanks announced that the 

Mini Rally is March 6-10 at Coushatte.  This is our 

meeting weekend, so we will meet during the rally.  He 

also announced that Richard Bauman is the new State 

Chaplin.  The State Rally is Mach 28-31. 

  Many thanks to the Craigs and Harveys for GREAT 

hotdogs on Friday evening.  Also, thanks to all who 

helped with Friday morning breakfast. 

  Our Christmas Party is December 6-8. (This not our 

usual 2nd full weekend; Howard had a scheduling 

problem when we booked so we took the 1st full 

weekend.)  We are ALL hosts. 

  Potluck was at 5:30 and Wendell Craig gave the 

devotional after dinner. 

  Wendell made a motion to adjourn and Robert Harvey 

seconded the motion.  Meeting was adjourned. 

  A vote was taken following adjournment and the Sarah 

and Keith Cravens are now our newest members. 

December Birthdays  

12-03 – Lauree Cunningham  

12-19 – Bob Frazier 

12-19 – Ron Parker  

12-20 – Peggy Humphrey   

12-31 – Linda Barron  

 

 

 



December Anniversaries  

12-16 – Louise & Phil Hunt      …50 years 

12-20 – Barbara & Harry Robbins     …64 years 

December Camp Out will be December 6-8 at Coushatte 

Ranch. We all are hosting.  

 
Bring your monetary donations for the food 

pantry to the campouts. 

 

$2 Treasures   They were priceless.  

By John Scanlan  Reprinted from the Good Old Days 

Magazine November/December 2018 

  My mother was raised in a hardworking, God-fearing 

family of 13 children. Over the years, that family 

endured some hard times; thus, they were very tight-

knit.   As a boy growing up in rural southern Ohio, I 

watched one particular event demonstrate that unity 

every year. On Saturday evening of the week before 

Christmas, my maternal grandpa and Grandma, Mary 

Magdalene (O’Connor) and Virgil Stout, held their annual 

Christmas party. 

  This yuletide bash was the product of my aunts having 

a planning session in early December, where they chose 

a venue that rotated among various houses, haunts and 

halls near Lancaster. 

  Also there, Grandma drew the names of her 

grandchildren out of a hat for a gift exchange. The intent 

was to boaster the holiday spirit without busting the 

anyone’s budget, so a whopping @2 maximum was 
imposed on the gifts. 

  The evening of the party started with a huge potluck 

supper. Suffice it to say that the meal was a veritable 

feast consisting of the very best that Grandma and my 

aunts had to offer. Grandma’s specialties were     

chicken and noodles, vegetable soup and ham and bean 

soup. 

  However, nobody could still eat until after Grandpa had 

led us in the standard Catholic mealtime prayer. 

Standing tall before us in a Mister Rogers sweater and 

baggy corduroy pants that were pulled up too high, he 

recited, “Bless us oh Lord, and these Thy gifts, which we 
are about to receive from Thy bounty through Christ, 

our Lord. Amen.” 

  “Amen,” everyone repeated. 
  Meanwhile, Grandma sat next to him and wore here 

standard uniform: a stain-splattered apron over a simple 

country dress, knee hose down to her ankles and Buster 

Brown shoes. She was short and stout, and here hair 

resembled a Brillo pad. 

  The gift exchange came shortly thereafter. The aunts 

rounded up all the grandchildren – that must have been 

like herding cats – and made them sit down on the floor 

in front of Grandpa. Seated on his throne next to a 

Christmas tree, the elderly patriarch simply watched the 

chaos swirl around him. 

  Quietly assuming a humble position next to her 

Grandma would read the name. husband, Grandma 

dutifully sat with her hands in her lap. 

  Once the dust had settled, Grandpa would bend over, 

reach under the tree and pluck a gift from the pile. He 

would read the name on the tag, and if he couldn’t then 
he would hand the gift to Grandma.  

  Sporting a thick pair of Coke-bottle glasses with cat’s 
eye frame, Grandma would read the name and then 

return the gift to her husband. 

  But it didn’t matter who read the name. Upon hearing 
it, that grandchild leaped to his feet like he had a spring 

in his butt. 

  Grandpa would bestow the gift upon my cousin, after 

which the wrapping paper was gone in a millisecond. 

  And so, it would continue until all the gifts were 

distributed. The joy that a simple $2 gift could bring was 

amazing.  My earliest memories of Grandma and 

Grandpa’s Christmas party recall her family renting the 
Mason' Lodge in Stoutsville. I remember that my gift 

that year was a plastic model of the World War II B-17 

bomber called the Memphis Belle. I was ecstatic! At that 

same Christmas party, Grandma and Grandpa gave each 

grandchild a tiny stuffed Rudolph the Red-Nosed 

Reindeer.  

  Yeah, that was my grandma and Grandpa. They were 

rural Americans who celebrated surviving another year 

to see one more Christmas. 

    
Interesting subject matter from IRV2, a RV newsletter 
A string of comments about tire blowouts 

 
We always seem to worry about blowouts on motorhomes 

and trailers. I drove past this on Wednesday. Pickup truck had 

a front tire blowout on the 805 in San Diego. Truck had a 

front tire blow and the truck ended up on its side. The radio 

was reporting a blowout was the cause. No one was hurt 

badly. Safe travels to all. 

 

I've never experienced a blowout either. But I also realize that 

no matter how meticulous I am with maintenance, or how 

often I replace tires, it can happen. Guess what I'm getting at 

is. Don't get complacent and think it can't happen to you. 

 

I have seen blowouts on other vehicles and know that they 



can be pretty hairy. I was following behind my Mom when her 

outer left rear tire blew on her BT Cruiser. I was about 300 

feet behind her with my windows rolled up and it still 

sounded like a bomb going off. Smoke released and there was 

a bit of a swerve when it happened. She had all tires replaced 

shortly afterwards. 

 

Another was on Interstate 10, a charter bus had just passed 

us and was a good 500 feet ahead when its front left tire 

blew. We saw and heard the explosion and release of smoke. 

It caused the bus to swerve over completely into the next 

lane before the driver regained control. Just glad no one was 

running along next to it when that happened. 

 

We just purchased a pre-owned coach so the first thing I did 

was take it to my truck tire specialist to date check and do an 

inspection. His opinion was that I should take my planned trip 

and upon return change the tires. Well somewhere close to 

Cheyenne Wy the drivers side outside tire blew, it shredded 

and took out the wheel well panel all while passing a semi.  

I went against my own experience and judgement so for the 

price to repair the coach and the over the road expense I 

could of had and a 6 tire change out with steak and crab 

dinner for two. 

 

Up until a year and a half ago, I never had a tire blowout on 

my truck or RV. In the span of 10 months, I had 4 blowouts 

between the truck and fifth wheel with tires that ranged in 8 

months to 6 years old. The scariest one was the pass front tire 

for sure. The truck rear dually tire blowout destroyed the box 

side fender and added $1400 bodywork to the repair bill. The 

2 camper tire blowouts each destroyed the wheel wells. I 

check my tire pressure's before each trip and have a TPMS on 

the camper. Blow outs can happen anywhere and anytime, 

my luck had just run out.  

   

 

A string of comments about “Man, I was cold last night!”  

 
I am trying to save propane and only run the furnace long 

enough to take the chill out if the trailer. Then I use two 

electric heaters to try to keep the temp up.  

 

The electric heaters are set on low as I only have 20amps 

coming into the trailer. I tried setting one on high and it 

affects the other heater. On low they both operate fine.  

 

I am in a 2013 Keystone Vantage 25RBS and staying in the 

mountains 75 miles east of Pittsburgh for a few more nights. 

Already been here a month....ugh.  

 

I never dreamed I would need to use this trailer this time of 

year but here I am. A Nov. wedding is why. This has me 

wondering how warm other trailers are. 

Even when I use the propane furnace to heat the trailer up to 

76 which it does in this small(ish) trailer easy. Lol, I should 

sleep on the floor in the bathroom as that warms up the most 

while the bed area gets the least heat. 

 

I have cold spots at the head of the bed as well as a lot of 

other spots in the trailer. I do not need to know what to do 

but wonder if all other trailers have this same issue. Very 

difficult to keep warm when temps drop below freezing? 

 

Oh, the last few nights I should be better as they are not 

going to be as cold. 

 

Yep, that is the way most of them are! The walls are only 2" 

thick...not nearly the insulation of a house. 

 

Use a fan to circulate air to even out the temp. Personally, I 

set the furnace or electric heaters on about 60 and just add a 

blanket or wear a sweatshirt. While boondocking a couple 

months ago, I forgot to turn on the furnace before going to 

bed. Woke up to ice on the windshield and 47 deg inside. 

That was a tad brisk. 

 

If temps are dropping below freezing then YOU staying warm 

is least of possible issues ie: frozen plumbing  

 

Run the Furnace.....you stay warm and plumbing lines don't 

freeze/burst 

 

Takes propane AND the furnace to maintain comfortable 

temps  

 

Go fill up those propane cylinders and USE it 

 

Couple of tricks that will help. 

1. Cover the windows with reflective insulation. 

2. If your rig has slides bring them in if possible. Slides seal 

better retracted and the will reduce the interior air volume 

that needs to be heated. 

3. Use a small fan to circulate the air. 

4. Electric blankets. They really do work, very well, and sip 

electrical power. 

Don't try and skimp too much on saving the propane. Don't 

forget it also supplies warm air to keep the tanks from 

freezing. 

 

Four Amazing Places to Visit Near Austin, 

Texas  By Rick StedmanShareTweet 



1. Willie Nelson’s Pedernales Cut N Putt 
Country music singer Willie Nelson croons about being “on 
the road again’ and goin’ places that I’ve never been.” When 
your travels take you on the road to Austin, Texas, be sure to 

visit Willie’s nine-hole Pedernales Golf Course in nearby 

Spicewood. The official course name is Willie Nelson’s 
Pedernales Cut N Putt. The par 36 course measures 3,330 

yards. 

 
Willie Nelson Cut ‘N Putt Golf Course   

There is no pretense of a country club feel to this popular 

course, just an overwhelming country feel! The course 

opened in 1968, and Willie purchased it in 1979, along with 

the adjoining recording studio, hence the Cut in Cut N Putt. 

Over the years, the singer has given the course its down-

home feel. 

How can you not like a course that allows you to bring your 

own cooler or wear flip-flops? Another local rule says that a 

foursome can have as many as a dozen golfers! Hmmm. 

2. Pace Bend Park 
While experiencing this unique golf course and the 

surrounding Spicewood area, park your RV at Pace Bend Park, 

formerly known as Pace Bend State Park. Offering great views 

of the Texas Hill Country, Pace Bend Park has nine miles of 

shoreline along Lake Travis. 

 
Lake Travis at Pace Bend Park. 

Though the park features more than 400 primitive campsites, 

Pace Bend offers 20 improved campsites for RVs. These sites 

offer water, 30/50 electrical hook-ups, showers, and 

restrooms. These improved sites, as they are called, are all 

located on the east side of the park just above Levi Cove. 

It’s an easy walk to the lake. They feature plenty of shade 
trees and flat, grassy areas. All sites are back-in only. 

Reservations are highly recommended. 

 

3. The area wineries and vineyards 
Worth exploring in the area is Spicewood Vineyards. They 

produce a variety of wines including reds, whites, and a few 

sweet wines as well. 

Spicewood Vineyards.  
Other area wineries include El Gaucho Winery, Flat Creek 

Estate Winery, and Stone House Vineyards. 

 

4. Hamilton Pool Preserve 
Also, many visit the area just to experience Hamilton Pool 

Preserve. This incredible natural pool with a waterfall is 

located in nearby Dripping Springs. 

Hamilton 

Pool Preserve.  
 

A string of comments about “Help, I’m  
winterizing!”  

 
I am trying to put rv antifreeze in the fresh water tank as a 

step in winterizing. Using a hose and funnel in the gravity fill 

port, I tried pouring antifreeze in but it just ran back out. Do I 

need to get a longer hose or something? It seems like the 

"tube" goes straight back for a good distance. We've got cold 

weather coming soon so I need to get this done. Any 

suggestions? TIA for any pointers you can give. 

 

I dont think you really need to put RV antifreeze in the fresh 

water tank. Just open the tank drain and let all the water 

drain out.  

 

If you put rv antifreeze into your fresh water tank it will take 

hundreds of gallons of flushing to get the antifreeze out. Your 

water will be almost unusable. It will always be foamy and 



stink like rv antifreeze.  

 

Is there somewhere in your owners manual that says to put rv 

antifreeze into the fresh water tank? 

 

Don’t put antifreeze in the fresh water tank. 
 

Just pull the drain plugs and let it empty out on it’s own. 
There’s lots of room for any expansion of any water left 
behind. By pass the water heater, and drain it too. 

 

Just antifreeze the entire system using the pump to flush it 

out of every tap inside and out. Shower head, and make sure 

the toilet runs pink from it’s input lines. 
 

I am following the directions in the owner's manual which 

says to pour approximately 5 gallons of RV antifreeze in the 

fresh water tank and then turn the water pump on and open 

each faucet until the antifreeze runs through. We have 

already drained all the tanks and lines and bypassed the 

water heater. 

 

how do I use the pump to flush the antifreeze out of the taps 

if I don't put the antifreeze in the tank? 

 

In case it's not apparent, I am a total newb at this and I 

appreciate any and all help I can get! 

 

We actually do put RV antifreeze in our fresh water tank to 

winterize, but we NEVER drink from that tank. When readying 

for use again, we just drain it, fill it, and drain it again, and we 

can't smell it. But, like I said, we never drink from the tank. 

 

I think this video (https://youtu.be/8Bo1VPGGiFo) will show 

you how to use your pump to pump direct from the bottle 

without putting it in your tank. 

 Us northerners have a valve and open ended suction hose 

already installed on the input side of our 12 volt pumps. We 

stick the hose in a 1 gallon bottle if anti-freeze and open each 

tap. We forget not all RVs come that way. 

Some RV manufactures save money and don't install the valve 

and hose. They may have put the pump in an inaccessible 

place. The alternative to a valve and suction hose is the dump 

lots of anti-freeze in the fresh tank and pump it out. This is 

the worst solution. The anti-freeze gets diluted in the fresh 

tank because you can never get all the water out. You need 5 

gallons because the pump can't reach the anti-freeze at the 

bottom of the tank. 

Best to get a valve and open ended hose installed yourself or 

by your dealer. You will need a lot less anti-freeze. 

 

 

 

 

 

Merry Christmas and Happy New Year 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 


